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Editorial
Charles Konia, M.D.

There are few days in one's life that are remembered with particular
vivirlrress. Sunday, December 7, I94I, the day that the Japanese
attacked Pearl Harbor, and Tuesday, September 11, 2001, the day that
the \Abrld Trade Center and the Pentagon were attacked are two of
those days.

Srrnday, Novernber 3,7957 was another srrch day for me. L,ate that
afternoon I had returned home frorn a swim at a nearby quarry and I
remernber thinking, because it was getting late in the fall, it would be
the last time I went there that year. The phone rang. It was a friend.
ll ' i lhelm Reich had died in prison.

Although I was in emotional shock, my mind renained unusually
clear. I knew that the course of rny life had changed forever. I would
never have the opportunity to know Reich or to learn from hirn. I
rernernber feeling regret at not having made an attempt to meet hirn
the previous year when he was residing in \4'ashington, D.C. Even
though I had been a second-year rnedical student living in that city, I
had no reason to neet with Reich. It would have been premature and
also a bother to him during that stressful time when he was engaged in
a corlrt battle. My only corlrse of action was to continue rny medical
studies, become a physician and study medical orgonomy with
Elsworth Baker, M.D. Baker was the one person that Reich had
thought most highly of, and he had appointed hirn to be in charge of
training rnedical orgonornists.

That was 50 years ago. When I began seeing Baker upon rny
graduation, I understood what Reich must have known all along: That
of all practicing medical orgonomists, and I had be en in contact witlr
nranl Baker was the one individual rnost qualified to carry the
knowledge of the science of orgonorny into the future. Because of
Baker's tireless dedication to transmitting Reich's knowledge to the
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next generation of therapists, the orgonomic sciences have survived
intact.

This year marks the 50th anniversary of Reich's death and we are
observing it with this comnremorative issue of the Journal. Also, the
College's Anntral Conference on Srrnday, November 4th will be largely
devoted to presentations on Reich's remarkable therapy.

I am certain that Reich and Baker would have been both proud of,
and grateful to, the rnany individrrals who have not only carried the
science of orgonorny forward into the future without distortion, but
lvho have also advanced orgonomic knowledge and rrnderstanding.

The last 50 years have been devoted to contirruirrg Reich's stnrggle
to secure a beachhead of sanity in this troubled, emotional plague-
ridden world. The Arne rican College of Orgonomy has alrvays bee n at
the forefront in keeping the science of orgonorny alive and well. \,\ 'hat
will happen in the futnre rernains to be seen.



Introduction to the
2OO7 Annual Conference of the
American College of Orgonomy
Dale Rosin, D.O.

Good morning. I arn Dr. Dale Rosin and on behalf of the Arne ncan
College of Orgonomy let me welcorne you to our Annual Conferertce.

This conference is special because of its date. lbday is Novernber
4,2007. Fifty years ago yesterday, on November 3, 1957, Dr. Wilhe lnr
Re ich died of "rnyocardial insufficiency with sudden heart failure," a
heart attack. He died alone, in a cell, in a federal penitentiary in
f,ewisburg, Pennsylvania. He was 60 years old.

On that day, his l3-year-old son, Peter,  lost his father.  Dr.
Reich's rvi fe,  Arrrora Karrer,  lost her beloved hrrsband. A grorrp of
derl icated physicians studying with Dr.  Reich lost their  inspir ing
leader and rnentor.

And the world lost a man who was one of the greatest natural
scientists ever to have lived.

The world lost a man who had dedicated his li l-e to solving the
rIlVStery of rnankind's rnisery and rvho, in the process, discovered the
life energy, orgone energy, discove red how life itself develops and also
discovered the scourge of life which he called the emotional plagrre.
As rve look back on the events of Dr. Reich's life and death, we see now
that, in fact, he rvas murdered by the very emotional plague he was the
first to identify.

Eighteen months before Dr. Reich's death, on May 7, 1956, he was
convicted of violating a 1954 Federal Decree of Injunction. This
injunction had banned the interstate shipment of orgone energy
accunrulators by Reich himself or by the lll i lhelur Reich Fouudation,
which included any of Reich's l i terature coutaining any staterne nts,
represe ntations or suggestions that "the alleged orgone energy exists."
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On June 26, 1956, the U.S. Food and Drug Adnrinistration, tht:
FDA, burned a quantity of Reich's books at Orgonon.

On August 23, 1956, more than 6 tons of Reich's writings, his
books and publications, were burned at the direction of the FDA in a
New York City Departrne nt of Sanitation garbage incinerator. \4'e have
to stop and realize this: A book burning, in the United States, in 1956.
And ou March 17, 1960, again, more of Reich's books, kept in storage
at Orgonon, now tlte \A'ilhehn Reich Museum, in Rangely, Maine, were
burned. 1960.

Dr. Reich's work spanned from medicine and psychiatry to
biology, sociology, physics, cosmologv ancl nrore. Today, we will focus
on his rvork in medicine and psychiatry and how his discoveries in
these f ie lds  a re  v i ta l -as  we l l  as  how the i r  exc lus ion  f rour
rnaiustream psychiatry has, ul t imately,  led to the present deplorable
state of psychiatry in the world.

So, it 's a good day to rernenrber and honor this rnan, \A'ilhelm
Reich. Many people in this roorn and around the world have had their
lives changed dramatically for the better because of the therapy he
developed ancl pioneered. Many people in this roorn and around the
world have been moved by his seminal discoveries and their horizons
broadened because of his work.

Sonre in this roorn today ancl arouncl the worlcl continue to stri\ '( ',
agaiust great odds, to carry on this work, to further develop aud
increase the public's awareness and understanding of Reich's work.

Today's conference will exarnine \,\l i lhehn Reich's legacy to
psychiatry and rnedicine. \AIe will hear about the effect on present-da-v
psychiatry of this legacy being sconred oq worse yet, ignored. lfe rvill
look at Reich's life and the evolution of his work. \4Ie will hear how he
passed the nrantle of leadership to Dr. Elsworth Baker, who, witlr
others, founded the Arnerican College of Orgonorny. lfe will hear
presentations of clinical cases that will show how Dr. Reich's therapy is
being used around the world today to lessen hurnan suffering.

lVe should remember this rnan who sorne revered, some hated, brrt
who no one felt lukewarm about. lVe shorrld remember the cotrrageorrs
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way he lived his life and feel grateful that he did. And we must contitrue
to examine aud learn frorn the enorrnolls body of research and
understanding of life and the human condition that he elucidated, lest
it be lost to the ages.

As yorr are liste ning to the prese ntations given here today, think of
this brill iant rnan, Dr. Wilhelm Reich, who died so prelnaturely and
tragically, fifty years ago yesterday, after giving the world so rnuch.

Today's conference is dedicated to the memory of Dr. Wilhelrn
Reich.



From the History of Orgonomy

The Decline and Fall of Modern Psychiatry

Charles Konia, M.D.

lntroduction
Psychiatry is not the only branch of uredicine that has declined in
statrlre. The entire medical profession and the whole of society have
suffered degradation. Howeveq today I will focus only on the decline
of psychiatry.

Psychiatry in 1960 and Psychiatry Today
In 1960, when I started my psychiatric training in a psychoanalytically
oriented residency prograll), the psychiatric profession was at its
zenith. Psychiatrists were highly respecterl trtetnbers of the medical
cornmunity, Rightly or wrongly, they were considered the exclusive
authori ty by al l  on matters of mental  health and i l lness. The
organization of rnental health professionals was seenringly well
ordered. Psychiatrists were in charge of treating psychiatric patietrts,
clinical psychologists dealt primarily with psychological testing, while
social workers rnaiuly handled matters of patient disposition to
psychiatric and non-psychiatric facilities.

Contrast that sitrration with the current state of psychiatry.
Psychiatrists who have been in practice for rnany decades watch with
arnazernent and alarm at the steady decline in the social standing of
the psychiatrist and the quality of psychiatric care. Today, the
understanding and treatment of psychiatr ic pat ients has been
degraded into a mindless, cookbook approach to patient care.
Psychiatric hospitalization is largely devoted to medicating and
releasing patients in assernbly-line fashion. The practice of prescribing
rnedication for children's etnotional disorders, unthinkable in past
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generations, is a matter of daily routine and to make nlatters worse,
there is little or no attempt nrade at understanding the underlying
sorrrce of the patient's condition. For example, the numbe r of childre n
and adolescents treated for bipolar disordeq a catch-all phrase applierl
to alrnost any explosive, aegressive child, has increasecl 40-fold from
1994 to 2003. After children are classified, they are treared with
porverfirl psychiatric dnrgs that have few proven benefits ancl
potentially serious side effects like rapid weight gain (Newyork Times).

Finally, the psychiatrist is no longer the primary careraker. He is
now trained in a rnechanical fashion to dispense psychotropic dnrgs
that seek to el i rninate the pat ient 's symptoi l ls.  This approach,
erroneously called biological psychiatry', is his exclusive function. The
primary therapist in charge of the patient's elnotional and me ntal care
are now psychologists and social workers.

The traditional physician-parient relationship, where the psychiatrist
is the one in charge of the well-being of the patient, has becor'e a
thing of the past. To firrther cornplicate the situation, ins.rance
companies have becorne responsible for paying for a large part or all
of the patieut's treatment. As a result, the psychiatrist has corne uncler
the direct control of insurance conrpauies and is, iu effect, working for
them. Big business now dictates treatn)ent by watching over the
psychiatrist's work, offering alternative "low cost" options, pushing
medication as the treatnent of choice and establishing "guidelines"
for the type and duration of treatrnent. As a resrrlt, the rational authority
of the psychiatrist has been eroded to the point of being non-existe nt.

Before looking at the ways to alter this co'rse, it is first necessary
to understand how this degradation occurrecl.

What happened?
Around 1960, the ilrost prestigious psychiatric residency prograr's,
like the one I was trainecl in, placed a strong emphasis ou Frerrd's
ideas, and the various schools that had splintered off frorn
psychoanalysis. Despite its strictly Freudian emphasis, the resiclents in
rny training prosram were expected to have rnore than a passing
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understanding of the various schools of psychiatric thought other than
psychoanalysis. This acceptance of eclecticisrrl was the nrle, with one
rrotable exceptioll: Except for the first part of iris book, Charactet
Ana\sis, Wilhelm Reich and his ideas were conside red off-limits in
every psychiatric residency prograrn. In rny psychiatric training, not
only lvas any discussion of Reich's ideas not tolerated, but there were
several occasions when I heard his narne srneared bv urembers of the
psvchoanalyt ic teaching staff .  Ent ire lectures were clevoted to
slandering Reich and his work with the sole purpose of making srrre
that no resident even thought of looking seriously into his psychiatric
contributions. The chainnan of psychiatry, who hinrself had been
analyzed by Reich in Europe, once said that if he ever heard anv
resident mention Reich's narne tllat person woulcl be dismissed frorn
the program. Since I had started rny training in rnedical orgolre
therapy shortly before, I kept my mouth shut and simply learned as
much traditional psychiatry as I could. Later, when the residency
director offered rne a position on that hospital's staff, I declined,
knowing that I woulcl not be able to practice psychiatry the way I
wanted to.

The reason I metrtion these events now is that it will help to clarily
later developments in psychiatry. I will show that the exclusion of
Reich's contribtrtions to psychiatry aud sociology from the rnain bocly
of psychiatric knowledge were the piuotal factors that resulted in the
degradation of psychiatry during the following decades. It prevented
psychiatry frorn beinq placed on a natrlral scientific, biologicirl
foundation. Instead it is based on sterile, mechanistic principles.

Even in the early 1900s, however, there were signs indicating that
the fagade of psychiatry was cracking and conditions were not as
robust as they appeared. For one thing, there were many psychiatric
disorders such as psychoses and depression that were l)ot amenable to
psychoanalytic treatrnent. Another was the discoverv of drugs that
corrld be used to suppress the synrptorns of anxiety and panic resrrlting
from psychiatric disorders. These dnrgs were effective in eliminatine
ttre distressing psychiatric symptorns, but they certainly could not be
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conside red a crlre and, uloreover, they had disturbing, sometimes life-
threatening, side effects. Nevertheless, the practical advantage of these
r r red ica t io r rs  was tha t  in  many cases  the  length  o f  psych ia t r i c
hospitalization could be reduced dramatically with great overall
savings. The effectiveness of dnrgs on symptom reduction, althouglr
doing nothing to alleviate the underlying emotional problenr, was a
welcome alternative to psychiatrists with a mechanistic orientation.
Psychoanalysis could not stand up to the syurptonratic benefits of
nredication therapy.

Slowly, within departments of psychiatry a separate division
focusing on psychopharrnacology began to appear. By the late 1970s,
the replacernent of the psychotherapist by the psychophannacologist
in the departments of psychiatry across the United States was well
trnderway. It was then a srnall step for the psychiatric profession to be
taken over by big business in the forrn of the pharmaceutical and
insurance industries.

Psychiatry thus carne under the dornination of the mechanistic
approach of molecular rnedicine and brain research. By mistakenly
equating the rnind exclusively with the brain, and not with the whole
l>orly which includes the brain, the new generation of psychiatrists hoped
to find a cure for psychiatric il lnesses through an understanding of
brain physiology. No longer did the psychiatrist have to understand
the patient and look into his life's story that was giving rise to the
particular symptom such as anxiety, depression, overeating, headache,
insornnia, and so on. Instead, the patient was subjected to diagnosis by
symptom checklist and given the appropriate medication. If that did
not work, the patient was referred to the appropriate eating disorder,
he adache or insomnia clinic and put in the hands of the "expert" who
dealt with these particular syurptons.

How Did it Happen?
The advent of psychophannacology and an interest in brain research
were not the rnajor reasons for the collapse of traditional psychiatry,
however. There were other factors having to do with fundarnental
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weakness ir l  the body of psychiatr ic,  including, in part icular
psychoanalytic, knowlerlge and practice. These deficiencies were
concealed just beneath the surface and they were far rnore serious.

The most importarrt of these was the absence of an in-depth
understanding of enlot ional funct ions and their  relat ionship to
psychiatric il lness. From this lack of clinical understanding grew a
diagnost ic system that was inconsistent and often inaccl l rate.
Psychiatrists frorn different schools of thought ofren carne away with
different diaguoses for the same patienr.

Related to this lack of diagnostic consensus was iusrrfficieut
understanding of the biological, bioenergetic principles underlying
psychiatric il lness. For exarnple , what exactly does a symptorn consist
of and what is its function? What is the relationship of the symptom to
the patient's il lness? \4lhat is an ernotion? \Alhere do ideas originare
from? What does a cure consist of ? Combined with a lack of diagnostic
reliability, failure to ask, rnuch less answer, these questions led to
confusion and trncertainty as to the correct corlrse of the rapv.

Finally, there was confrrsion as to an objective standard of
emotional health and, as a result, the goal of psychiatric thr:rapy was
left vague and vnlnerable to attack by the mechanistically oriented
psychiatrist. Another consequence of this r:onfusion tvas that ir
perrnitted every kind of deviant and indecent behavior to be tolerated
and considered "normal," regardless of its destmctive effect on the
individual and on society. To further add to the confusion, this
behavior was consistently supported by political activists, often arguing
for protection rrnder the First Amenchnent. Now, homosexual activists,
for example, could argue that honrosexuality was not a pathological
condition but jtrst a cliffererrt sexual "orientation." This politicallv
correct attitude and pressure from gay rights activists led the Arnerican
Psychiatric Association to put the issue to a aote. !\'ith less than one-
third of i ts rnernbers vot ing, a major i ty elected to remove
hornosexuality frorn its official listing of mental disorders, a decision
based on politics, not on the merits of actual scientific evidence.
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These gaps in psychiatric knowledge eroded the rational authority
of the psychiatrist and helped to usher in the emotional plague in full
force during the latter half of the tweutieth century. Alrnost every kind
of deviant or indecent human activity, regardless of its harrnfulness,
was normalizecl. People felt free to do alrnost anything they wanted
and personal responsibility was thrown to the wind. It was at this tirne
that the phrase "different strokes for different folks" entered the
vernacular. Freedorn peddlers of every variety, such as free speech
activists, argued that these offettsive forms of behavior were not
pathological but just different individual life style "choices."

These shortcomings in diagnosis and treatrnent and the decline in
moral standards were the underlying reasons responsible for the
degradation of psychiatry that we see today. They were part of a rnore
fundarnental social phenomenon: the breakdown and transformatiott
of  the stnlcture of society from an authori tar ian to an al l t i -
arrthoritarian forrn, This transformation had a biological forrndatiorr.
It was based on the widespread breakdown of mrrscrrlar arruror along
with intensification of ocular arrnor in the geueral population,
manifested by irnpulsive and psychopathic behavior that was often
exacerbated by drug use. Hatred and destructive imprrlses broke
through and were primarily directed toward authority figures in every
area of social life, as a benumbed public stood by aud watched
helplessly. The resrrltant social chaos rvas referred to by sorne as "the
sexual revolrrtion."

Because the ernotional plagrre rrnderlying the breakdown was not
recognized, it could not be understood and addressed. Every social
institution-the Establishment-was challenged, from the govern-
ment, military, and police, to schools and universities. Under the
relentless assault of public opinion dorninated by the politics and
policies of the political left, many parents of adolescents fell victim to
the emotional plague and lost the will to assert their rational parental
authority. Thus, the degradation of psychiatry was part and parcel of
the generalized breakdown and transforrnation of the authoritariarr
social order.
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In psychiatry, the hatred was clirected rnost strongly agaillst the
authority of the father of modern psvchiatry, Sigmund Freud, his
teachir"rgs and his followers. This antipathy ultirnately ttrrned toward
all psychiatrists. In the intervening decades, one book after another
appeared attacking Freud and his theories, sometimes even written by
psychoanalysts themselves.

The central psychoanalytic premise consistently attacked and
rejected was that conflicts originate fron within the individual, and
that these unresolved conflicts are respoltsible for people's psvchiatr-ic
symptorns and illness. Instead of looking at the urrderlying sickness in
the individttal, at the disturbances in the person's tharacter tltal
determine ueurotic behavior, the fcrcus was turned outward toward
authority figtrres in the real world. In effect, people's hostility was
projected orr lward onto society in general  arrcl  arr t l ror i ty f igrrrcs i rr
particular. Nothins productive, certainly no advances in under-
standing tlte cause and treatrnent of psychiatric il lness, ever carne out
of these attacks.

In the absence of a coherent, uniffing understanding of the origin
of psychiatric il lness, the psychiatric profession turned its attention
and focus to the patient's symptoms, to the endless variety of hrrrnan
suffering that emotional disorders can manifest. It was hopecl that this
worrld nrake possible a more satisfactory system of diagnosis. By
standardizing definitions and providing a clear set of criteria for eaclr
ancl every psychiatric disorder and condition, it was believed that this
new descriptive way of classifying mental il lness worrld solve the
problem of diagnostic reliability, that different psychiatrists wotrld be
able to arrive at the same diagnosis. This resulted in the development
of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM, which
remains the official listing of all nrental disorders recognized by the
Anerican Psychiatric Association.

First prrblished in 1952, the DSM originally listed 106 categories of
rnental disorder and was 130 pages long. In the follorving decades the
list has grown and the most recent revision, DSM-Npthlished in 1994,
contains 297 categories and is 886 pages long. This attempt at
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standardization, by simply adding every conceivable symptorn to the
list, produced rnany new diagnoses, such as academic skills disorder,
pathological gambling and pre-menstnral dysphoric disorder. These
additions only conrplicated matters and served to firrther mechanize
the diagnostic process. As corrld have been expected, the degree of
reliability and agreement using this symptorn-based set of criteria in
clinical practice proved to be no bette r than the old, and in most cases
was worse. Furthermore, the new diagnostic criteria in effect threw out
the signi f icance of psychosexual developrnental  factors in the
causation of psychiatric il lness, knowledge that had been painstakingly
gained throtrgh rnanv decades of clinical work and research. This
paved the way for the triurnph of a mechanistic-behaviorist approach
to psychiatric treatrnent, to treat hrrrnan beings as if they are a
machine. By effectively negating the importance of the ernotional life
and of psychosexual factors, it was a triumph of the emotional plague.

Commenting on some of the defects in the current use of the DSM
classification, the editor in a recent issue of the American lournal of
Pslchiatry rvrote:

One, we have lost the patient and his or her story with this process;
two, the diagnosis, not the patient, often gets treated; three,
surprisingly, the study of psychopathology is almost non-existent;
and four, the strict focus on diagnosis has made psychiatry boring.
This never seemed to be a problern in our field before. (Tucker)
Further destnrctive conseqlrerlces followed necessarily born of this

shif t  to a symptom-based rnethocl of  diagnosis.  I t  led to the
"pharmacologization" of psychiatric practice: Each syrnptom has a
recornmended dmg that is purported to eliminate it. Psychiatrists were
often mandated to follow these diaenostic and therapeutic guidelines.
By focrrsing on svrnptoms, and not on the underlying ernotional
condition of the patient, rnost psychiatrists and eventually the vast
rnajority of those in the mental health field accepted the idea that
phannaceuticals targeting the brain was the correct method of
treatrnent for osvchiatric disorders.
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Why Did it Happen?
Was this degradation inevitable or could it have been prevented? \A'as
it simply a matter of ignorance on the part of psychiatrists, or was it
due to a flaw irr the psychiatrists themselves? The answer: If the
psychiatric discoveries of Wilhelur Reich had been rrtil ized, the
degradat ion of psychiatry could have been prevented. Reich's
discoveries were available to be applied, but they were not. Not only
were thev not used, btrt they were avoided "like the plague ."

!l 'e can trace the origin of this reaction to the fateftrl event that
occrrrred at the 13th International Psychoanalytic Congress in 1934 in
Lucerne , Switzerland. The significance of this event went unnoticed by
almost all, at the tirne and since. At that Congress, \Atilhehn Reich rvas
expelled from the Internatiortal Psychoanalytic fusociation (IPA).
Reich had been a highlv respected psychoanalyst who tnade rnany
valuable contributions to psychoanalytic theory and technique: But he
went rnuch farther than that-and that was the probLem. He provided a
biologtcal basis for Fretrcl's psvchoarralytic theories artd tlte rvorld of
psychiatry was not preparecl to accept that.

Among Reich's irnportant coutributions to psychiatry are the
follorving:

r The discovery of a real energy that lawfully govenls bioiogical
funct ioning, including psychic (ernot ional)  fuuct ionine. This
gigantic discovery placed Freud's libido concept on a solid
physical  [ourrdat ion.

r The discovery of armor. Armor is defined as the typical
characterological and utuscular attitudes that art individrral
develops as a block against the breakthrough of ernotion, in
particular, anxiety, rage and sexual excitation. It re srrlts in bodily
rigiclity and lack of ernotional contact. Arrnor inte rferes with the
spoutaneous lnoverr lent of  bioenergy. Al l  the sigus ancl
sympton.rs known in psychiatry depend on the location and
severity of arrnor, and the tirne ol' its forrnation drrring infant
and child psychosexual developrnent.
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o The discovery that the therapeutic rernoval of aruror restores the
spontaneous movement of bioenergy and makes possible the
capacity for pleasurable work and the establishment of a
gratifying sexual life. By eliminating character neurosis, armor
rernoval eliminates the energy solrrce of psychiatric synptorns
and this is an objective indication of an individual's progress
toward health.

Thus, Wilhelm Reich succeeded in placing psychiatry on a bio-
energetically, not chemically, based biological fotrndation. He showed
that the biochemical alterations accornpanying disease are thernselves
the result and not the ultimate cause of il lrress.

Tragically, neither Freud, his followers nor the overwhelming
rnajority of psychiatrists cotrld grasp the cnrcial importance of these
firndarnental discoveries. They continued to rernain stuck in the rnore
superficial psychological realm. Unable to follow hirn, many
psychoanalysts turned against Reich and began a vicious emotional
plague attack against hirn, starting rlrmors that he had gone mad or
was a psychopath.

One example of their limitation was their inability to grasp the fact
that rnore irnportant than the patient's syrnptoms are the disturbances
of character, since the energy of the neurosis is held in the character
annor. The syrnptom is sirnply a partial discharge of energy through
the character armor. Effective treatment reqrrires an understanding of
the bioenergefic, as well as the psychological, functions of character.

With this understanding of character, Reich went further and
showed that it is not only the individual who is sick. He concluded
from his clinical studies that since everyone suffers from a character
neurosis, society as a whole is sick. He was the first to ernphasize that
the source of the sickness in both individuals and society is the way
children are raised from the very beginning of their lives. Therefore,
there have to be fundamental changes in childrearing practices. This
was another revolutionary idea that was rrnacceptable to Freud and the
other psychoanalysts who believed that the individual had to be made
to conforrn to society's rigid authoritarian standards.
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Thus, the exclusion of Reich and his contr ibut ions frorrr
mainstream psychiatr ic thought was not based on rat ional
considerations but rather was a manifestation of the e motional plagrre ,
the destructive social behavior of people. This reaction has had a
lasting destnrctive effect on the practice of psychiatry. Instead of having
an effective diagnostic system and a practical technique of therapy to
access the rrnderly ine bioenerget ic disturbance of the pat ient 's
neurotic character and restore natrrral functioning, psychoanalysis and
all subsequent therapies are today largely psychologically oriented ancl
separated from the physical, biological body.

The conseque nces of this ernotional plague attack on Reich's good
name and his work have been devastating for psychiatry and the
prrblic. Power attcl inflrrence in the profession has been polarized
between the rne chanistic biologists (psychopharrnacologists) who
believe that "chemical irnbalance" is the cause of mental disease and
the mystics who believe that these illnesses are primarily a result of
environrnental (psychological/sociological) influences. Neither group
will ever be able to provide a satisfactory understanding of and a
solution to the problern of rnental il lness.

Without the insights given to us by Reich of the origin of
emotioual disorders from chronic armoring, there can be no
fuuctional bridge to integrate these divergent views, or the mincl-bocly
dtrality, or to provide any possibilitv of preventiorr.

Thus, the current problems and limitations confronting modern
psychiatry can be direct ly traced to the past and present-da1'
col)sequences of the psychoanalytic conrrnunity's rejection of Reich
and his pivotal contributions to psychiatry, that began back in 1934.
These ideas were rejected because the psychoanalysts and tlte
psychiatrists at large were and stil l are, thernselves, unable to
cornprehend and utilize then in their clinical practice. Their personal
linritations set in rnotion an ernotional plague carnpaign whose
destnrctive social r;onsequences are being felt to this day. The
destruction is in the forrn of a tyranny of the nlasses where everyone's
rnedical opinion ancl brand of therapy is as good as anyone else's.
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Sonre 50 years after Reich's death, almost all in the scientific
cornrnunity, like their predecessors, have failed to understand aud
cont inue to ignore the deep signi f icance of his bioenerget ic
discoveries. Incredibly, overt plague attacks against Reich's reputatiott
and work are stil l heard from time to tirne.

Once thing is certain. Before psychiatry can resain the stature that
it rnust have in order to survive as a natural scientific discipline , it must
first recognize and address the emotional plague campaign against
Reich's cnrcial discove ries. This step consists of exposing the existe nce
and the operation of the emotional plague, and its use of distortions
and slander to silence public interest in his work.

In conclusion, the enrotional plagrre's effective destnrction of
Reich's good narne and work has been the underlying reason that the
psychiatric profession has been turned into an emotional desert. The
mernbers of the funerican College of Orgonomy and the faculty of its
training programs in rnedical and social orgonomy are dedicated to
opposing the ernotional plague by training qualified therapists and by
insuring that the knowledge given to us by !\ti lhelm Reich is established
as the biological foundation of a living psychiatry and sociology.
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The History of the Development of
Medical Orgone Therapy
Edward Chastka. M.D.

The history of the development of rnedical orgone therapy is oue
filled with drama, prrnctuated by irnportant scientific discoveries, aud
fueled by the gettius of Wilhelnr Reich, M.D. In his scientific
"narrative," The Function of the Orgasm (the first vohrrne of The Discouery
of the Orgone) , Reich tells trs that "No preconceived idea deterrnined
the development of my viervs. It should not be assurned that here is an
indivicltral with a pectrliar personal history, who, isolated from 'goocl

society' and as a result of 'cornplexes,' is trying to foist his fantasies
about life upon other people." Instead, Reich tells us that over the
corlrse of nany years, "one problem and its solution led to another;"
and that each of his discoveries owes its existence to this "peculiar
course of scientific losic." What fbllows is a brief history of one part of
that "peculiar course," the development of the technique of medical
orgone therapy. The content of this article is drawn entirely frorn
Reich's published works. My only contribution is to sumrnarize them
in ir way that I hope provides the reader with a r:lear, concise
exposition of the development of Reich's thinking and work.

The Early Years
\A'ilhehn Reich was born in 1897 in Galicia, a part of the Austro-
Hungarian Ernpire. His father was a prosperorrs farrner, and Reich
spent his early years on the farnily's farm. He was we ll educatecl in the
formal sense, brrt in later years always stressed the inrportance of
growing up close to nature. By the age of 17 he had lost both of his
parents and was nrnnirrg the farnr on his own. A year later, Eastern
Ettrope was engrrlfed by !\brld ltrar L Reich barely escaped with his
life , fleeing the family homestead just before it was overrun by the
invading Soviet arnry. Galicia became part of Rurnania, and Reich
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never saw his horne again. He joinecl the Austrian army, and served on
the Italian front. After the war, rrprooted and penniless, Reich ente red
the rnedical school of the University of Vienna. It was during his years
there that Reich's interest iu sexuality led hirn to Sigrnund Freud and
psychoanalysis.

From Psychoanalysis to Character Analysis
During his second year at the Universi ty (1919),  Reich was elected the
leader of the Viennese Medical Student Seminar of Sexology. Reich,
along with his fellow seminar rnernbers, started the seminar because
they felt that the medical curriculunr ignore<l this important subject
and they decided to take responsibility for researching and presenting
different aspects of sexoloey. \4'hen Reich presented a paper on
psychoanalysis, he took the initiative to visit Fretrd in his office to ask
fbr direction. His first meeting with Freud rnade a lasting impression
on hinr. He recalled that "Frerrd spoke to rne like an ordinary human
being. He had piercingly intelligent eyes; they did not try to penetrate
the listener's eyes in a visionary pose; they simply looked into the
world, straight and honesl,"

Reich was a precocious student and by the following year (1920) he
was adrnitted to membership in the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society. By
the tirne he received his medical degree in 1922, Reich was already a
practicing psychoanalyst. The years between 1922 and 1930 were a
period of extraordinary productir.ity for Reich. During this brief span he
ptrblished l0 books and nurnerous articles in the field of psychoanalysis.
He was a rnember of the teaching staff of the Psychoanalytic Institute in
Vienna, and in 1924 he was appointed Director of the Seminar for
Psychoanalytic Therapy, a position he held until 1930. This gave him an
important role in the training of new analysts.

Reich relates that there were two aspects of Freud's work that he
found particularly attractive: The first rvas Freud's belief that adult
sextrality did not suddenly arise at puberty, btrt developed out of
infantile sexual drives; the second was that the sexrral drive was the
manifestation of a deeper, instinctrral euergy or libido. It was also
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Freud's understanding that neurosis develops out of childhood
inhibitions; that is, as children develop, their instincts, and in
particular their sexual instincts, come into conflict with the ntles of
society, enforced primarily by their parents. The child cornes to fear
these feelings and hides or represses thern. Although repressed, the
feelings rernain active internally, causing anxiety and neurotic
symptorns such as panic attacks, compulsions or social anxiety.

Central to psychoanalytic technique was the patient's capacity to
free associate, to say anything that came to utind. Reich recognized
that this was one of the chief difficulties with psychoanalysis. Patients
did not always say everything that carne to mind. In far:t, it was the rare
patient who could be fully honest about his or her thoughts and
feelings, particularly when it carne to aggression and sexuality.
Instead, patients hid their true feelings by putting on a false front, or
tried to please the analyst by telling him what they thought he wanted
to hear. Many patients developed an intellectrtal rtnderstanding of
their condition without showing any intprovelnent in their synptottts.
Patients who made no progress were labeled "resistant" and their
therapy was terminated. Reich began to focus on analyzing resistances,
a technique he named resistance analysis. He recognized that it was this
very tendency for patients to hide the tnrth about thernselves, their
resistance, that had to be rrnrnasked first, before the repressed
memories and feelings corrld surface.

The next important contribution Reich rnade to psychoanalytic
theory was the realization that the rnain resistance to analysis was
revealed not by what the patient said or did, but by the manner itt
which he or she said or did it. Not the "what," but the "how" was the
rnost irnportant rnanifestation of resistance. This discovery led directly
to Reich's third contribution to psychoanalytic theory: Once yorr
begin to talk about how sorneone acts, you are no longer talking aborrt
what they think, you are talking about their charactu.

Freud and others had dernonstrated that individual character
traits have their origin in the stages of infantile psychosexual
development. Reich was the first to formulate a coherent theory of
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character. He showcd that the different character traits are dependent
one upon the other and that they work together to forrn a unitary
resistance, or defense, against all emotions that are felt or perceived to
be dangerous. Reich nanred this unitary defe nse character armor. These
tlrree discoveries became the basis for the techniqrre of character analysis.

Sex Economy
In 1923, after three years of study on the subject, Reich presented a
paper to his psychoanalytic colleagr.res asserting that the disturbance
of genitality was the most important spnptorn of patients' neurosis and
had prognostic sisnificance. The "ic)"' r"rpotrse by some psycho-
analysts, insisting that they knew nrrrnerous nerlrotics rvith a healthy
sex life, lecl Reich to investigate in sreater detail his patients'
experience of the sexual act. He wrote in The Function of the Orgasm,
"The more exactly I had rny patients describe their behavior and
sensations in the sexual act, the firnrer became my clinical convictiorr
tlrat all of them, uithout exception, srrffered frorrr a seuaredisturbance of
genitality." (italics in the original)

His findings led to his elucidation of the difference between erective
and ejaculative potency in the nale and clitoral orgasm in the female
ancl orgastic potentl-the capacity for surrender to the flow of biological
energy withorrt any inhibition, the capacity for complete discharge of all
dirmmed-up sexual excitation through involuntary pleasurable
contractions of the body, with momentary loss of consciousness.

Reich also found that patients refractory to treatment, as well as
those who relapsed, had one irnportant feature irr cornmon, which
distinguished them from patients who had successful therapy: The
forrner never established a satisfactory, pleasurable, genital sex life.
He, therefore, concluded that the disturbance of genitality is the
energy source of the neurosis and neurotic syrnptoms, and that the
function of the orgasln is to discharge energy as the ultimate regulator
of the individrral's energy econorny (sex-econorny) . Thus the goal of
therapy is the establishrnent of orgastic potency.
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Cha racter-Analytic Vegetotherapy
Striking changes became apparent in patients who were treated witlr
Reich's new technique of character analysis. Patients who became
conscious of their  character att i tudes, whose character armor
softened, spontaneously began to express ernotiorls that had olien
been repressed since chilclhood, enrotions that they had never been
able to express, or sometirnes even to feel. Alone with this emotional
expression, Reich observed a spontaneous change in bodily attitucle
and behavior. It became clear that the physical attitude of the body,
cornposed of rnuscular spasrrs and tensions, is how irnprrlses and
ernotions are repressed, and that these spasrns and tensions contain
within the tu, as if frozen, the repressed emotions and impulses. Reich
called this physical rnechanisnr of repression muscular armor

Reich now began addressing the neuroses from the body side,
partly by calling the patient's attention to the chronic tensions, and
partly by direct physical rnanipulation. He found that by loosening up
the rnrrscular holdings and te nsions, repre ssed emotions and
rnernories calne to the surface . In addition, patients reported uew and
rrnexpected feel ings of "strearning" iu the body. These were
pleasurable and usually soft, but occasionally so strong that thev were
perceived as overflowing. Reich felt that they came frour the vegetative
or autonornic nervous system and he called thent uegetatiue streamings.

Character-analytic vegetotherapy, the name he gave to this new
aclvance in therapeutic techniqlle, represented a substantial step
forward for the young science of psychoarralysis. Reich was generally'
recognizecl as one of the bright young rninds, perhaps the brightest, of
the younger group of analysts. While Reich's other coutributions to
psychoanalvtic theory brought hirn acclairn, his contributions to the
theory of the cause of neurosis rvere controversial. You will recall that
Reich was first attracted to psychoanalysis by Freud's discovery of
infant i le and chi ldhood sexual i ty ( the psychosexual stages of
developrnent), by Freud's belief that neurosis rvas caused by the
frustration of the child's natural sexual drive, and by Freud's psychic
energy concept of libido. Freud, and the majority of psychoanalysts,
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gradually abandoned the libido theory in favor of the concepts of ego
psychology. Reich was one of the few who remained convinced of the
irnportance of the libido theory and he began to apply this belief in his
social  aud pol i t ical  act ions.

Sociopolitical Work
Reich's therapeutic work nrade him ever more conscious of the
immensity of hurnan srrffering, while his theoretical and scientific
work made him ever more conscious of its causes. Quite early in his
career, Reich became involved in attempts to help the poor benefit
from the insights of psychoanalysis. In 1924 he became an assistant at
the Psychoanalytic Polyclinic in Vienna, and from 1928 until 1930
(when he moved to Berlin), Reich was actively involved in establishing
rnental hygiene consultation centers for the poor in Vienna.

Reich recognized early on that psychoanalytic therapy could never
solve the problem of the suffering of the rnasses. There were too few
analysts, and the poor couldn't afford therapy. Reich, along with a
number of the younger psychoanalysts, looked for allies among the
Socialist and Communist political parties that were powerfitl in Austria
and Germany at the time. Reich felt that his understanding of the role
of sexual repression in making people unhappy, and in reducing their
capacity for work and rational living, was the ideal accompanirnent to
the economic reforms proposed by the Socialists and Communists. He
started a rnovenrent called the Sex-Pol Battegung, or sex political
rnovelnent, to prornote social refonrrs to reduce people's sexual
misery. The political platform anticipated rnany liberal programs we
see today includins: government subsidized housing; abolition of laws
against abortion, birth control and homosexuality; distribution of
contraceptives; sexual education and counseling; and childcare at
brrsinesses and factories.

The Sex-Pol rnovement was well received by the public, and
partictrlarly by young people. Meetings drew rnernbers of all political
part ies, conservat ive and fascist  as wel l  as the Social ists and
Communists, and despite its lack of central organization, the sex-pol
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novenlent grew rapidly into a network of groups with a mernbership
of some 500,000 people. Sex-pol, however, was not popular with the
leaders of the Socialist or Communist parties. Reich's growing
following made them afraid that he would turn the attention of the
young away frorn socialisur and its purely econornic class conflict view
of society. Reich tried to convince thern that sex econolny was the
psychological foundation that Marxist economic theory needed, but
they rejected his ideas and he was expelled from party mernbership,
first in Austria frorn the Socialist party, and later in Germany frorn the
Communist Party. With the rise of Hitler, Reich was no longer safe in
Germany, and in 1933 he escaped to Dennrark.

Reich also tried to arouse the interest of the other psychoanalysts
in addressing the social basis of the nettroses. He was not alone in this,
many of the younger analysts wanted to translate what they had
learned in psychoanalysis into social action. However, Reich's
outspoken social and political activism frightened the leadership of
the International Psychoanalytic Associatiott. The leaders of the IPA
hoped to coexist with the Nazis by remaitting otrtside of politics. Their
pol icy was to appease the Nazis by strppressing any aspect of
psychoanalysis which the fascists rnight have found objectionable.
They put pressure on Reich to stop all of his political activities and
discontinue his writing. Reich refused, and in 1934 he was expelled
frorn the IPA.

I'd like you to reflect at this point on Reich's achievernents. Frour
his arrival in Vienna in l91B to his escape to Denmark in 1933, Reich
cornple ted rnedical school and classical postgraduate medical
education; cornpleted his training as a psychoanalyst; was accepted
into the Psychoanalytic Association; and developed a strccessfttl private
practice in psychoanalysis. He rose to a leadership role in the
Psychoanalytic Polyclinic in Vienna, and was appointed as the leader
of the serninar responsible for the training of analysts. He becatne
farrrous for his many contributions to psychoanalytic theory and
published a prodigious alnolrllt of work. He was instrttmental in
founding psychoanalytic clinics for the poor; and developed a political
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rnovenlent and platfonn that inspired hundreds of thousands of
people. He was expelled from political parties and by the International
Psychoanalytic Association in which he had once been so prominent.
He was forced to flee Gennany, his adopted collntry, under threat of
arrest and certain death. He was just 37 years old.

Breakthrough into the Biological
By the autulnn of 1934, Reich had managed to get a temporary permit
of residence in Oslo, Norway, where he was to reside until 1939. He
quickly attracted a talented group of people interested in receiving
therapy from him or in training with hirn in his new technique of
character-analytic vegetotherapy. He also found the rneans to start
experirnental research in physiology and biology. During the se years in
Norway, he made some of his most important discoveries.

hnpressed by patients' reports of bodily currents and streaming,
trying to unclerstand what accounts for the flow of anxiety, anger and
pleasure, and thinking about "sexual friction," the contact between
the mucosal membrane of the penis and the vagina, and the muscular
contractions during orgasm, Reich concluded that "bioelectricity" was
the "rrnknown something," the energy, he was searching for.

Between 1934 and 1936, he conducted a series of experirnents
measuring changes of electrical potential at the skin's surface.
Utilizing a vacuurn tube arnplifier and an oscillograph, the technology
of the day, he demonstrated that when the human test subject
experienced pleasure, there was a positive deflection rneasured, and
that when the subject experienced anxiety, there was a deflection in
the opposite direction. Furthennore, the greater the subjective
intensity of emotion experienced, the greater the def lect ion
measured.

The data provided experimental evidence for his 1934 discovery,
"the basic antithesis of vegetative life;" that is, in pleasure sornething
moves "towards the world, out of the self' and in anxiety, that
sornething moves "away frorn the world, back into the self."
Frrrthertnore, he had also concluded that, fronr the perspective of the
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total  organisrn, pleasure is associated with exci tat ion of the
parasympathetic branch of the autoltolDic nervous system, and that
anxie ty is associated with excitation of the syrnpathetic branch.

This latter observation, Reich concluded, is important fbr tlvo
reasons. The first is that it is the inhibition of pleasrrre, the inability
to experience sexual pleasure firllv, that fonns the core of the
neurotic il lness. Thrrs the goal of therapy is the rernoval of the
inhibitions that interfere with the natural process of free eurotioual
and physical expansion and contraction, or pulsation, of the patient.
The second reason is that for the first time psychosornatic medicine
had a natural scientific foundation, a dernonstrated mechanism, the
att tonomic nervol ls sysleln, by which emotion could affect the
physical state of the body. Manv physical il lnesses, high bloocl
pressure being one of the most comlnon, can be understood as
arising from a disturbance of expansion and contraction in the
autonomic nervolrs systern of the individual.

In his bioelectric experirnents, Reich sarv that the actual size of
the change in electr icalpotent ial  measured was sntal l ,  and he fel t  that
it was unlikely that this could be the driving force of the emotions. If
the biological force was not electricity, then what was it? Again,
impressed by patients' reports of bodily crlrrents and streamins and
recalling Freud's description nrore than l0 years earlier that libiclo
flowed like the pseudopods of ameba, Reich began to look at ameba.
Wanting to see for himself where they came from, he prepared the
usrral infusion of grass and wate r and observed rneticulorrsly for davs
on eud. He saw that the cells at the mareins of the grass swelled and
disintegrated into vesicles, which then clumped togethe r, cleveloped a
rneurbrane and finally move d off into the fluid as an arneba. Hearing
accelerated the process.

He then began experinrenting with other srrbstances, including
nonJiving materials such as sand and coal dust, heating them to verv
high temperatures and then plrrnging them into a sterile nrrtrient
broth. When he obse rved these solutions with a rnicroscope, he found
srnall, spherical vesicles that glirnrnered with a blue color. He called
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these vesicles "bions." While observing the bions rnicroscopically,
Reich developed an eye inflammation, but only in the eye that was
looking through the microscope. If he looked with the other eye,
inflammation developed there. He was able to culture bions and
observed that bion cultures fogged protected photographic paper.
Reich concluded then that the bions enritted some form of radiation
that was "present everl'where." Frorn these observations and
experiments and others, Reich concluded that an energy exists that
had not been previously described by science.

Reich was initially frightened and then extraordinarily excited by
this new discovery and suspected it rnight be the answer to his search
for the biological force that he had always felt and thought rnust exist.
Unforttrnately, while Reich was conducting his investigations, including
the origins of life, a social and political storm was arising around hirn.
As had happened in Austria and Germany, Reich's rvork aroused
considerable, generally positive public interest, although hostility
appeared from the rnedical profession. These hostile elernents began
publishing articles in the Oslo newspapers that characterized Reich's
work as unscientific and pornographic. The attacks on him, more than
one hundred articles over a year's time, ultirnately interfered with his
social relationships and the viability of Norway as home for his work.
He also recognized the rising threat of Nazi Gennany to Norway and to
all of Europe, and in 1939 he accepted an invitation to teach at the
New School for Social Research in New York.

Orgonomy
In Arnerica, Reich quickly resumed his efforts to identify and
characterize the new energy he had discovered. He brrilt a Faraday
cage, a device designed to block out any electromagnetic radiation.
\4'hile sitting in this enclosure in the dark, Reich observed that after a
period of tirne he could see blue-gray clouds or "fogJike" vapors
drifting inside the cage. He also observed srnall dots of light moving in
a characteristic pattern. At first he thought that these rnight be
srrbjective impressions, like the afterimages we see after looking at a
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bright light, so he observed them through a rnagnifying glass. The
magnifying glass rnade the clouds and small movittg dots appear largeq
and thus proved that they could not be subjective. Reich made several
other experiments and observations to find out whether other living
organisms ernitted the same kind of energy that he had discovered itr
the bions, and he found this to be the case. When it canre to htttnan
beings, he found that the energy ernitted varied with the degree of
free, natural liveliness or with greater or lesser freedon frorn nertrotic
inhibitions. Reich called this new energy "Life Energy" or "orgone."
Later he observed the sarne kind of energy in the atntosphere as well,
and he arrived at the conclusion that orgone was ubiquitotts. Over the
course of the next several years, he was able to detnonstrate its effects
visually, therrnally, electroscopically and microscopically.

With the discovery of the orgone, it was clear to Re ich that this was
the bioenergy he had been searching for since the beginning of his
career. He now recognized that the therapeutic technique he had
developed resulted in the liberation of orgone ellergy from its
inhibitions in both the body and the character. In his study of the
orgasr), Reich had postulated a four-beat forrnula to describe what he
thought was an electrical discharge during orgasm: mechanical
tension+electrical charge+ electrical discharge+mechanical
relaxation. Reich now realized that this was the lifeformula, and that it
described the build-up and discharge of orgone energy in all l ife
processes in living orp;anisms: Tension+ Charge ->D'scharge
-> Relaxation.

He called this latest evohrtion of treatment rnedical orgone therapy.
Medical orgone therapy continues to r.tse the techniques of character
analysis and vegetotherapy to dissolve the characterological and
rnuscular annor. In addition, rnedical orgone therapy recognizes the
importance of natural, unrestricted breathing in building up the body's
energy charge, as well as the irnportance of pleasurable sexual discharge.

The discovery of the orgone opened new avenues of research in
every branch of science. In the ensuing years Reich made advances in
sociology, rnedicine, biology, physics and even meteorology and
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cosmology. He called this new science orgonomy because it is tlie study
of the functions and manifestations of orgone energy.

Throughout his career, Reich often rnet with criticisrn that he we nt
frorn one subject to another without taking the time to fully develop
his discoveries, and without enough experimental evidence to fully
prove his conclusions. People could not understand how he corrld
work simrrltaneorrsly in the realms of psychology, nredicine, biology,
and physics. Reich began to focrrs more attention on the qrrestion of
how he was able to work the way he did, and how he was able to make
so many groundbreaking discoveries. When he lookecl back on his
experiences, he felt as if he were being led logically from one
observation to the next, frorn one discovery to another. Toward the
e nd of his life he began formulating the principles which had, at first
unconsciously, led him to his momentous discoveries. He gave this
work the narre orgonomic functionalism, thinking in the way nature
firnctions. It is describe d in Ether, God and Dnil, published in 1949, the
secorrd volurne of The Discouery of the Orgone.

Reich never completed the third volume. A sensationalistic smear
article by leftist Mildred Brady in The Nau fupublic implied Reich was
nrnning a sex racket, and prornpted the U.S. Food and Dmg
Administration (FDA) to begin an investigation. Instead of appearing
in corrrt to contest the FDA request for an injunction against him,
Reich sent a letter appealing directly to the judge in the case, stating
that the corlrts was not the place to settle matters of basic natural
scientific research. Unfortunately, the corlrt sranted the FDA a broad-
reaching injunction against hirn by default. Scientific books, journals
and materials were burned or destroyed, about six tons in total. In
1956, Reich was convicted of contempt of conrt as a result of a
colleague's violation of the injr.rnction. He was imprisoned in the
federal penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pennsylvania and died there on
November 3, 1957.
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lntroduction
Dr. Elsworth Baker played the primary role in keeping Reich's work
al ive after Reich's death. The essetrce of the relat ionship between
Reich and Baker is that each of thern possessed the ability to think
functionally and was therefore able to take on the responsibility for
the future of important scient i f ic knowledge. Funct ional thinking,
independent from rnechanist ic or nryst ical  thinking, was establ ished
in a rudirnentary fornr l ly Freud in the period 1887-1897. Freud,
however, was unable to develop it thereafter, although his discovery
had the potent ial  to change al l  of  science and to al ter the direct iorr
of hurnan life . Reich took on full responsibility for this discovery ancl
thereby established the science of orgonoury.

Functional thinking differs from mechanistic or rnystical thinking
in that it deals rvith natural fr.rnctions rathe r than irbstractions. In other
words, frrnctional thinking makes direct contact with nature. The
esseutial qualities of a function include spontalleolts rnotiorr and self-
organization. Reich and Baker faced tremendous challenges becarrse
individual and social armoring constantly interfere with the practice,
irnplemetttation, and teaching of any science based on functional
thinking. Their overcorning of this interference is one of the pivotal
events in the history of mankind.

Baker took responsibi l i ty for the future of Reich's work just as
Reich took responsibility for the ftrture of Fretrd's work. Baker, like
Reich and Freud before hirn, was able to think functionally. The
capacity to think funct ional ly,  and not the incidental  featrrres of his
character or the details of his personal relationship with Re ich, was
responsible for Baker's ability to bring Reich's work into the future
intact and without distort ion.
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Wilhelm Reich and Sigmund Freud
This paper was written on the occasion of the 50th anniversary
(Novernber 3, 2007) of the death of Wilhelrn Reich, M.D. Therefore,
it starts by showing Reich's place in history. The paper also centers
arorrnd the theme of the conference at which it was given, The Decline
and Fall of Modern Psychiatry, held by the Arnerican College of
Orgonorny. This must, necessarily, include showing what happened to
Reich's work in the generation after his death and how the work that
Reich started remained alive as a major force for the future of
nrankind. Elsworth F. Baker, M.D. played the prirnary role in tllat part
of the history of orgonomy.

A proper understanding of history requires accrlrate observation
and thus can only be formulated if those who live through great
events, as we have, are aware of the greatness of what they have
witnessed and can put their observations into perspective. History is
rrsually presented in a skewed way. Far too often, wars or political
events are considered to be the milestones of history. Reich argued
that the rnost important part of history is the history of science, which
he describes as follows:

The history of science is a long chain of continuation and
elaborat ion, shapine and reshaping, creat ion and cr i t ic ism,
renewed shaping and reshaping, and new creation. It is a hard,
long road, and we are only at the beginning of this history.
Including long empty spaces, it stretches over only about 2000
years. It always goes ahead, and firndanrentally, never backwards.
The pace of life becornes accelerated, and life becornes nrore
cornplicated. Honest scientific pioneer work has always been its
leader and always will be. Aside frorn this, everythins is hostil,e to
life.Tltis places an obligation upon us. (Reich 1942, pages 18-19)
Reich began his scientific work in 1919 as a loyal follower of

Sigmund Freud, M.D. Freud had made a series of revolutionary
discoveries during a ten-year period starting around 1887, but had
rnade no fundamental  progress after that per iod. l  Reich took
lThis statement may seem extreme to students of  psychoanalvsis,  where ernphasis is
placed on Freud's later  d iscover ies.  However,  as wi l l  be shown in the pages that  fo l low,
Freud la id the foundat ions of  a l l  h is future rvork bv 1897 or  so.  His later  work deal t  wi th
important  pract ical  detai ls  of  psychodynamics and speci f ic  appl icat ions of  h is ear l ier
d iscover ies to the c l in ical  and socia l  sc iences.
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responsibility for continuing what Freud had started, so it is worth
reviewing Freud's original discoveries.

Freud started olrt as a neurologist at a very exciting time in the
history of science. By 1874, Broca and ll 'ernicke, who had been
studying patients with brain damage, felt confident that they had
iocalizecl certain rnental functions in specific areas of the brain. They
were trying to find out the exact location where certain functions of
speech take place. Neurologists believed that the process of dealing
with words could be broken down into steps, each of which occurred
in a specific region of the brain; for exanrple, hearing the sounds of a
word occurred in one area of the brain and recognizing that the
sounds were a specific word occurred in an adjacent area. They
believed they were putting toge ther a ptzzle with six or seve n pieces
and they were srlre they had found at least four of thent.

Like rnany other neurologists, Freud was working on this puzzle,
and was very excited about it. Let me explain rvhy this area of research
was so cxciting. It wotrlcl be a rnajor leap forwarcl for rnechanistic
science if a specific mental, that is psychic, function could be localized
to specific areas of the brain in the same way that chenrical processes
of digestion corrld be broken down into cornponent parts arrd
localized to the stomach, pancreas and gall bladder, or in the sarne way
that pumping functions can be broken down and localized to the
valves, rnuscles and charnbers of the heart. It would nlean th:rt the
ancient problem of the relationship between psyche and soma could
be solved.

In his efforts to solve this fundarnental problem, Frerrd discovered
sontethitrg even lnore amazing. When he analyzed the data in great
detail, lte was able to prove that the forrr available pieces of the puzzle,
so to speak, could never fit together. Applying incisive logic to a large
arnount of clinical observation, Freud constructed a brill iant proof
that language fuuctions can llot be localizecl to specific areas of the
brain, and can only be understood as functional states.

This is not the only time in the history of science that new
observations have shown the irnpossibility of a traditional theory. !\'hat
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Freud dicl with aphasia is sirnilar to Einstein later proving that it is
irnpossible for a rocket to propel matter faster than the speed of light,
or to Heisenberg proving that it is irnpossible to determine simulta-
neously both the wavelength and the position of a particle.

Freud discovered the funct ional,  non-rnechanical  nature of
language functions in the late 1880s and, although he did not realize
it at the time, it was one of the great turning points in the history of
science. What Frerrd discovered is that there are observable processes,
in this case srnall observable details of the langrrage process, that can
be strrdied scientifically, brrt can neaerbe understood mechanistically.
Freud had found a part of the uniuerse that can only be understood
functional\, neuer mechanical\. The thrust of science up to that point
had been rnechanistic. Scientists regardecl the universe as an infinitely
enonnolrs and infinitely cornplicated machine, and believed that this
great machine could one day be explained by a few simple, mechanical
laws. In the rnechanistic view, the galaxy is one type of machine and
tlte atorn is another type of machine; the solar syste rn is a machine and
a jellyfish is a machine and the human mind is the rnost amazing
rnachine of all. That is what the very best scientific minds thought in
1886, and then, without fully realizing what he had done, Sigrnund
Frerrd rlernonstrated that the universe is not a machine. He thereby
overturned all previously existing science and made it necessary for
science to be re-established on a new basis. The conce pt of mechanism
had been me ant to define a// of physical reality, so once it was proven
that any scientifically observable part of the universe is not a rnachine ,
then the old definition of physical reality no longer held. Ttrere rnay
be some things that function as machines, but they no longer define
or set the limits on the overall functioning of the universe.

In addition, Freud understood that language functions in the
rnind had to involve a physical energy process in which brain cells are
energetically excited and that the effects of brain damage are due ro
interference with the cells' capacity to become spontaneously excited
or to be excited by other cells. This meant there had to be a physical
energy process that is functional, not mechanical.
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Thus, by 1887, objective scientific research had begun to establish
two facts that would change science forever:

r The universe is not a machine.
o There must be a physical energy process that is functional, not

mechanical.
I f  the universe is not a rnachine, and a funct ional energy is a

reality, then we rnust alter our e ntire rvay of strrdying the universe ,
r tot  just speech funct ions and neurological  diseases, but psychology
and psychiatry; and not just psychiatry, but sociology and biology,
and even physics.

Freud, of course, back in 1887 was in no position to imagine all of
the lilture developments that worrld corne frorn his discoverv. Qrrite
properly, he was lbctrse cl on the job in front of him, as a neuroloeist,
which was to further develop and use this new discovery to treat the
sick people who came to hinr for help. Back in those days, there was
no effective treatll)ent for ernotional il lness, so many patierlts sirnplv
suffe red until they were driven to the point of developing nurnbness,
paralysis and other nerrrological syrnptours. Josef Breuer, a well-knorvn
internist who was a friend of Freud, had discovered that such cases
often involved conflicts between impulses and fears arising frorn
traumatic family events. Breuer fouud that when the brrried feelings
corrld be vocalized, and the original ernotiorrs corrld be relived and
expressed, then the patient got better. Starting around 1889, Fretrcl
was able to continue Breuer's work from the perspective that such
treatrnent could be conducted functionally and that the repressed
irnpulses and fears could be treated as physical realities, as enerqv
futrctions, not just ideas. This led hinr to discover the unconscious
mind, where conflicts about forbidden sexual inrpulses were always
present. Further observation showed that sexual repression is at the
root of emotional il lness, and that lack of sexual gratification callses
anxiety disorders. By the tirne Reich was born in 1897, Freud had
solidly established all of this as scientific fact.

So far, I've used the tenn "functional" several times without
def ining what i t  rneans, other than that i t 's the opposite of
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"mechanical." Freud actually did rrse the term "fitnctional" back in
lBB7, and what he meant is that a functional ttnderstanding of a part
of natrrre involves observing what that part of nature aclually does,
rather than trying to understand things second hand as manifestations
of some underlying rnechanism. Freud's definition of "ftrnctional" is
essentially correct, because to say that a part of nattrre does something
impl ies spontaneous rnot ion. This is a direct contradict ion of
nrechanistic dogma which maintains that every action is "cattsed" by
another action.

Nowadays, we say that functional thinking means to think as
nature functions. To give an exarnple from Freud's early work, we can
say that a forbidden irnpulse is a function that is trying to express itself
and that the defense that represses the irnpulse is also a function.

Irnpulse Defense

This is depicted in the diagrarn above, which we now call an
orgonornetric equation. Freud had no knowledge of sttch equations
but he was able to observe impttlses and defenses in great detail and
was able to see how they operated and what the interrelationship was
between an impulse and its corresponding defense. Today, becattse of
Reich's work and the work done in the fifty years since he died, we have
a nlrch clearer understanding than was possible 120 years ago of what
a function is and of what is rneant by functional thinking. I' l l save that
for later in the story, after I tell you rnore about Wilhehn Reich.

Freud's work had immediate sociological  impl icat ions. He
demonstrated that everyone in society has both conscious and
unconscious forbidden sexual urges. In addition, there are rnttrde rorts
impulses. These very powerful sexual and murderous impulses are
held in check by equally powerful repressions. Freud's breakthrough
into funct ional thinking trnlocked the secret to understanding
psychology and the emotions. At the bottom of it all is sexrrality, which
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is biology on the deepest level. ftr addition, Freud had found what
would later become the key to sociolosv, becarrse sexual conflicts
deterrnined the functioning of everyone in society, not jrrst those with
psychiatric problems, and because the powerful repressions he
discovered originated frorn and were constantly rnaintainecl by
interpersonal, that is social, interactions. Because Freud had a
resigned belief that arlnored civilization was the natural state of the
human anirnal, he was unable to accrrrately grasp the sociological
truth he had touched upon. It rvas left to Reich to describe, later, the
correct relationship between biology and sociology:

The average hurnan being of today has lost contact with his real
nature, with his biological core , and experiences it as hostile and
aliert. He mrrst of necessity hate anyone who tries to bring hinr into
contact with i t .  (Reich 1942)
This relationship forms the basis of the orgonomic sociolosv of

the entotional plague. Much of the history of Freurl, Reich and Baker
can be said to revolve arouud two facts:

o Scientific progress nnrst, of necessity, bring arntored man irr
greater contact with his biological core,

o Anyone whose work brings armored rnan in contact with his
biological core finds hirnself the object of hatred frorn all
corners of society.

This nreans the scientist will not only be exposed to danger, but
will encorrnter continuous resistance, indifference and hostility frorn
the world,  as wel l  as repeated and unexpected disloyalty and
disappointment frour his co-workers. The lives of all three, Frerrd,
Reich and Baker, must be understood from the perspective of how
they were able to continue forward despite such obstacles.

Fretrd was very tenacious and, rnore importantly, he had an ability
to think functionally, which enabled him to rernain tnle to his initial
discovery for decades. Unlike rnost people, who are intolerant to the
rnobility of thought, Freud was intolerant of the tricks people use to
immobilize thought. He was very encorlraging to Reich when Reich
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began to work on the arrswers to the fundarnental unanswered
qrrestions at the heart of psychoanalytic theory and practice.

Of course, the world was conrpletely unwilling to recognize or deal
with the facts that Freud had uncovered, just as it was later unwilling
to deal with what Reich discovered. Armored hurnan l i fe is
immobilized and will do whatever it takes to rernain irnmobilized.
However, there we re trvo brief periods in the 20th centllry when society
had an unusl lal ,  albei t  temporary, wi l l ineness to deal rv i th
lulconlfortable facts. This happened for a ten-year period after \4brld
!l'ar I and again after \{brld \A'ar II.

!f i lhehn Reich began his work with Freud in 1919, irnmediately
afte r \,lrorld \{tar L There were rr)any talented physicians in the psycho-
artalvtic rnovemellt, brrt Reich quickly became a leacler because he was
unique in his ability to recognize the full value of Freud's discoveries.
Others saw the value of this or that isolated piece of Freud's work, but
Reich was the only orle to "set" the whole picture, and the only one to
take responsibility for the firtrrre of Frerrd's original discoveries. He
describes the sitLration in the 1920s as follows:

Unl i rni ted devot ion to a cause is the best prerequisi te for
intellectual independence. In those years of severe stmggle for
Frertd's theory, I saw rnany characters appear upon the stage and
ranisl t  again. Sorne of them were l ike cornets. seerrr ing lo prorrr ise
rnuch, but performing actrrally nothing. Others were like rnoles,
rvorking themselves through difficult problerns of the uncon-
scious, without ever having the vision of Freud. Others tried to
compete with Frerrd, without grasping the fact that Freud differed
from orthodox acadernic science in that he was maintaining an
aciherence to the subject of  "sexual i ty."  St i l l  others qrr ickly
appropriated some piece of psychoanalytic theory and made a
profession of it.

But it was not a ilratter of competing or of inventing a
profession. It was a matter not only of adding details to what was
already known, but it was, primarily, a matter of giving a foundation
to the libido theory through biologiral experimentatioz. It was a matter of
taking the responsibility for a piece of irnportant knowledge;
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knowledge which had to face a world which lnade everything
platitudinous and formalistic. (Reich 1942, page l8)
A Technical Senrinar was set up by the analysts in Vienna for the

purpose of understanding how psychoanalytic technique could be
based on rational theory. For this to be done successfitl ly, it was
necessary to address the original unanswered questions front the
1890s, questions about how psychological functioning \{as based on
energetic functions in sociology, biology and physics. Reich quickly
becarne the leader of this seminar because he was the only one capable
of rnoving forward to make the discoveries in these new reahns,
discoveries that were necessary to solve the practical and theoretical
problenrs raised by Freud's early work.

It was obvious to Reich that repressed ideas could not possibly
bind the arlounts of e nergy necessary to cause psychiatric il lness. He
discovered that much greater quantities of energy are held in
character attittrdes, inhibition of breathing, and Inttscular tension or
arrnor. He discove red rnuch about the qualitie s of biological energy as
well. In particular, that the energy is prirnarily a genital e nergy which,
when functioning naturally, is organized according to the principles
of orgastic potency, and that emotional il lness consists of distttrbances
in the capacity for genital functioning. These disturbances are rooted,
ultinrately, in what Reich called orgastic irnpotence, which consists of
an incapacity to love and an incapacity to work. Reich described this
as follows:

Psychic health depends trpon orga.ttic potenc1, that is, on the
capacity for surrender in the acme of sexual excitation in the
natural sexual act. Its basis is the un-neurotic character attitude of
capacity for love. Mental il lness is a result of a disturbance in the
natural capacity for love. In the case of orgastic itrtpotence , frotrt
which a vast majority of humatrs are suffe ring, biological energy is
darnmed up, thus becorning the sottrce of all kinds of irrational
behavior. The cure of psychic disturbances requires in the first
place the establishrnent of the natural capacity for love. It depends
as much upon social as upon psychic conditions. (Reich 1942,
pages xxii-xxiii)
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t,ife is hard for suffering human beings and, because of the
Irelplessness caused by armoring, it seems more tolerable to not know
the tnrth about oneself, to believe instead that problems are caused by
nrental "conflicts," or by "chemical imbalances," or by "lack of spiritual
harrnony," all of which can be analyzed, medicated, or meditated away.
It is painful to look at oneself in the nrirror and say to oneself, "My life
is unhappy because I do not have the capacity to love." Even highly
motivated patients find it easy to forget that their limitations are
rooted in the incapacity to love and work, arrd rnost everything in
modern society functions to distract people frorn this one essential
tnrth. This tendency is rooted in the fear of living and creates a strong
incentive for the psychiatric profession to support the evasion of the
essential. This is one reason why psychiatry excluded Reich and his
work in 1934, and why modern psychiatry declined and fell so quickly
thereafte r. \Are can readily imagine how strong the forces are that cause
the practice of therapy to deteriorate into platitrrdes and forrnalisms,
and the temptations to let therapy go stale that Freud, Reich and
Baker had to face over the vears.

A Definition of Function and of FunctionalThinking
Freud and Reich (and,later, Baker) were able to avoid participating in
the decline and fall of rnode rn psychiatry to the extent that they were
able to think functionally, and because they understood nature in
terms of its firnctions. So now is a good tine to explain rnore aborrt
what a function is and what "functional thinking" means. The term
function, both as a noun and a verb, is often used in orgonomy but
never satisfactorily defined. I have long wondered about this state of
affairs and have spent the last ten years trying to coule up with a good
definition of what a "function" is. The definition I'rn going to give you
is a preliminary working definition that cornes out of the experience
of teaching orgonomists, in the College's orgonornetry seminar, to rrse
functional thinking to improve the quality of rnedical orsone therapy.
Evervthing in this definition traces back to Reich's observations of the
characteristics of orgone energy.
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Working Definition of Function, Functioning Principle, and
Functional Thinking

A function, which is just another narne for a functioning principle,
always has the following characteristics (otherwise it is not a function
or functioning principle) :

o The essence of a function is spontaneous motion. Its rnotion is
not the result of any outside force, but originates frorn the
function itself.

o The spontaneous motion of a f i t r tct iotr  i t tc l t tdes sel f-
organization. A frrnction organizes itself, its organization is not
externally imposed.

o A function is capable of causing matter (nonJiving nratter, as well
as the bodies of living organisms includins httntans, atrd human
social organizations) to move and capable of exciting Inass-
containing energy.2 This excitation of matter is a secondary
result of the function's operation and is the means by which we
can obje ctive ly observe the operation of the function.

o A function has the potential to develop into a pair of variations.
I A function governs the operation of itself and its variations.
Functional thinking is "thinking as nature fttnctions" and incltrdes

identifying spontaneous motion (functions) and observing what
natrlre does, while aligning the thought process with the fttnction
(spontaneous motion, principle) being observed. Functional thinking
has a spontaneous motion of its own and is intolerant or indifferettt to
distractions and to mystical or tnechanical thinking. The purpose of
distractions and of mechanomystical thinking is to immobilize thought.

If there is one terrn in the English language that best captures that
nature of a function (functioning principle), it is "spontaneotts
nrotion." The dictionary definition of "spontaneous" contains sorne
distortions, but also describes some of the essential characteristics of
spontaneous motion ( i .e. ,  of  funct ions):

adj. l. Happening or arising without apparent external cause; self-
generated 2. Voluntary and imprtlsive, unpremeditated;

2"Mass<ontaining energy," such as electr ical,  chemical, and mechanical energy, rs
energy that does not move spontaneouslv or organize i tself .  I ts act ion and organization
occrlrs as a secondary effect of the action and organization of prinrary mass-free
(orgone)  energr  l tu rc t ions .
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spontaneous applauseS. Unconstrained and unstrrdied in rnanner or
belravior. ...Synonyms'. spontaneous, impulsiue, instinctiue,
inuoluntary, automatic. These adjectives describe response, in
actions or words, either uninfluenced by forethought or seemingly
so. Spontaneor.rs applies to what comes naturally to a person by
reason of temperarnent or native tendency, and not from
constraint or external stimulus. Impulsiue refers to action
pronrpted by a srrdden l l rge not governed by reason and
sorrretirnes contrary to reason. Instinctiue implies behavior guided
not by one's reason but by natural consequence ofbeing a rnernber
of a given species. Usually the term suggests behavior that
prolnotes one's welfare or that traces to reflex action. Inuoluntary
refers to what is not subject to the control of the will, as does
automatic. The latter also strggests unvarying, mechanical response.
(Morris 1981, page 1248. Italics in original;boldface added by this
author tRAHI to emphasize the characteristics of functions)
Spontaneous is also listed as a synonym of voluntary (as well as

involuntary) :
Spontaneous refe rs to behavior that seerns wholly rrnpremeditated,
a natural response and a true reflection of one's feelings. (Ibid.,
page 1436)
Although it is off the subject of my talk, it will be helpful for those

of yorr wlro read Dr. Konia's new book, The Emotional Plague: The Root
of Human Euil to rernernber these qualities of functions when you
encounter sorne of the orgonometric equations in the book. \4lhen yorr
appreciate the spontaneorrs rnotion and organization of the functions
that Konia describes, they become living realities with their own
rrnique, ever-changing qualities, rather than the cold abstractions of
the equations you learned about in school.

Let me give an example of a pair of ftrnctions, namely an impulse
and a defense encountered in a patient in therapy. A patient suffering
from paranoid schizophrenia is beginning to expand and to tnrst the
therapist, so he has an impulse to reach out by expressing some
thought that seems important to hirn, which he worrld not norrnally do.
On the other hand, his fear of being misunderstood inte rferes with his
ability to put his half-formed thought into words and causes him to
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complicate what he says and rnakes it laborious for the therapist to
rrnderstand him.

(
I t r ipt t l ' r  +l€ Dclr t tsr

(to express a half- t (fear of being
fonned thorrght) misunderstood)

The opposition of the irnpulse and defense is shown here. This
fonnulatiotr is not usefirl. however. unless we understand each
elernent of the pair as a function. Othe rwise, it is rnerely a forrnula that
doesn't tell us anything we don't already know, and doesn't help us
treat the patient more effectively. It is necessary to understand that
the irnpulse and the defense each rnove spontaneously aud eaclr
follolvs its own laws of self-organization and firnctioning. Neither one
is "caused" by anything else. Most irnportantly, the impulse must, by
its very nature, be different than any other imprrlse that the therapist
has ever had to deal with before and the deferrse rnust be different
lronr any other defense3, even thorrgh bot lr  have character ist i t 's
consistent with the patient's character type and characterological red
thread. An appreciation of the spontilneous, selfiorganizing lr)otil ity
of these two frrnctions would prevent rnost of the blunclers that
therapists are prone to tnake in a situation like this, strch as reacting
with annoyar)ce, contempt, indifference, or picking apart the content
or style of the patient's expression. Because he was able to think
functionally, Baker, for exarnple, would never urishandle a situatiorr
like this. Baker's legendary "kindness" and "understanding" were not
moralvirtues, but expressions of his capacity to grasp human nature in
a functional way.

With this sirnple example in mind, I want to go back to one of
Reich's rnost farnous quotes, which is, to this day, one of the
cornerstones of the training program of the American College of

3H.r .  *"  use the ternr  "c lefense" to refer  to an ever ' -changing spontaneous and
autonomously funct ioning inhib i t ion that  the orgonomist  must  deal  wi th in the course
of  a therapy session.  I f  the defense is  removed by therapy,  i t  ceases pernranent ly  to
exist .  The terrn defense is  a lso used to refer  to a stereotyped and pers istent  type of
defense,  such as not  speaking up i r r  a character is t ic  way.  These dist inct iorrs are
important  for  the pract ice of  nredical  orgone therapy,  but  need not  concern the
general  reader here.
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Orgonorny. It is Reich's description of the setrrp of the Vienna
Technical Seminar more than eighty years ago.

...there was wide divergence of opinion even with regard to
everyday problerns of analytic practice. Il for exarnple, a certaitr
resistance situation is presented in the Seminar, one analyst will
say it calls for this rneasrlre, a second, another, and a third, stil l
another. If the analyst then, provided with all this advice, again
approaches his case, there appear innurnerable other possibilities,
and the confusion often is worsc than before. And yet, one mttst
assurne that one def ini te analyt ic si tuat ion-give n certain
conditions and situations-admits of only one optimal technique,
that there is one definite procedure which in this situation is
better than any other. This applies not only to an individual
situation, brrt to analytic therapy as a whole. \Are have to find otrt,
therefore, what characterizes this one correct technique, and how
one arrives at it.

It took a long time before it became clear what is the cnrx of
the matter: to deriue the situation technique from each respectiue analytic
situation itself by uay of an exacl analysis of its details. (Reich 1949a,
pages 5-6)
To put the uratter severely, there are 1,000 possible ways to handle

a theraperrtic situation, 999 of rvhicll are wrong, and the correct one is
one the therapist has never thought of before, and must ad lib at the
last rnornent. Strch a standard of therapeutic expertise would be
impossibly strict were it not for the fact that we are dealing with
spontaneously rnoving, self-organizing functions that can be observed
and responded to using the tools of frrnctional thinking. Functional
thinking is able to respond appropriately because i t  is i tsel f
spontaneously moving and self-organizing. This perspective shows
clearly, once and for all, how impossible it is to treat effectively using
a rnechanical approach.

Reich's capacity to think functionally was apparent in all of his
rvork, If you have ever heard recordings of Reich working with
students, he is very pat ier) t  rv i th the l i rni tat ions of his students brrt  he
always gravitates toward the living, mobile aspects of any subject under
discrrssion, and is very much aware of when a line of thought drifts
away from where the spontaneorrs motion lies.
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Baker's Place in History
\,\'hen people who knew Dr. Baker discuss hirn, they often rnention
that he was "a great man" and rvhat a privilege it rvas to knorv hirn.
Those who never met him will often ask, "\Alhat was so great about
him?" The answers that are give n are usual ly imprecise and
unsalisfying, something on the order of "\4lell, when you met hirn you
just felt l ike he could see right into the bottom of your soul." Such
con.lrnents are rrnderstandable if we remenrber that Baker, like Reich,
had what is called a rnagne tic personality. Because of ttris, and becarrsc,
like Reich, he was deeply responsible, Baker instantly inspired tnrst
and confidence. It is also tnre that Baker had extraordinary steadiness,
patience, perseverar)ce and kindness. Horvever, these qrralities are r)ol
sufficient to rnake a person "a great rnan," nor are they sufficient to
explain how Baker strcceeded in keeping orgonorny alive, when no
one else could have.

In the corlrse of reviewing everything I could find that had bee n
wri t ten abori t  Bakeq I  founcl nothing that sat isf ied rne as to arr
uttderstanding of what constituted Dr. Baker's greatness. My owrr
conclusion is that Dr. Baker was a genius, of the type that occurs irr
fewer than one in a rnill ion people. Not on the sarne level as Reich,
who was a genius of the "once every thousancl years" tvpe, but stil l ;r
geuius of a very high orde r.  Be carrse of this,  Baker was the one rvho
best understood Reich's work, even though there were sorne areas in
which Baker rnade errors. It is worth exploring jtrst what Baker's
gett ius consisted of,  not least because his genius included certairr
qrral i t ies of thought and act ion that are invaluable in the furtherance
of Reich's work-qualities that orgonomists must possess if thev rvish
to ftrlfi l l their responsibilities to their patients, to Reich's work, and
to the world's future. And, as I've already said, Baker's genius was
very rnuch related to the ways in which he rnaintained his capacity to
think funct ional ly.

Konia points out that Baker "brought the science of oreononry
into the future, intact, withorrt distortion" (Konia 2008, page v) . He
recalls how Baker "quickly had a deep understandine of anything.
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C)nce, I discrrssed violins with him and yorr could tell frorn what he said
tlrat lre had, right away, a deep understanding of thern" (Konia 2007).

One thing very characteristic of Baker as a the rapist was his ability
to say something in ten words or less that would change a patient's life
forever. I've treated a nrrmber of his former patients and many
describe such experiences; sorne of these patients I saw while Baker
was stil l alive and had the benefit of his advice. He had a way of saying
things in words that had a life of their orvn. It is easy to understand wh.v
\4'ilhelnr Reich chose Baker to be the therapist for mernbers of Reich's
own farnily.

Baker's ability to describe things in this way was the result of
functional thinking, of identifying the spontaneous motion of sorne
function in the patient's stnlcture and observing how that firnction
rnoved and organized itself. Baker's ability to come up with
nremorable fonnulations had nothing to do with cleverness, and Baker
had no patience for the rrse of cleverness to concoct cclnvincing-
sourrding ancl memorable fonrnrlas on an artificial basis.

In serninars, students carne up with all kinds of ideas, but Baker was
cornpletely rrnmoved until the discussion hit upon a vital point that
reflected the real-life functioning of the real-life patient. He had, like
Freud and Reich, an adrnirable ability to tolerate unsolved questions
and to stick to a discovery that he knew to be in alignment with natural
functions even if it had loose ends and apparent contradictions.

This is the case with his two nlost farnous discoveries: the ocrrlar
cltaracter types and sociopolitical characterology. These discoveries
have bee n so rrseful and have stood the test of tirne so well that there
can be no doubt as to their value. On the other hand, there are
elernents in them that never quite added up.a This combination of
obvious valrre and important unanswered questions has been a
motivatiou for research in these fields for decades. Even Baker's

4U'.  no* know that  the sociopol i t ical  character  tvpes must be redef ined usir rg uur
rrnderstanding of  how the re lat ionships between sensat ion and emot ion form the basis
fo l  thought and of  the re lat ionship benveen perc ip ient  and exci tant  in the socia l
realrn.  A fu l l  understanding of  the ocular  character  types requires a knorvledge of  the
interre lat ionship between pulsat ion and spinning wave funct iorrs and between
percept ion and exci tat ion.  (Konia 2000a and 2000b) These are al l  d iscover ies that
came af ter  Baker 's  death in 1985.
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biggest mistakes were productive because of the functional elernents
in his theories. Just as inrportant was Baker's refusal to rnake his
students rnore conlfortable by smoothing ou( the rough spots witlr
plausible-sounding speculations or formulas.

Tl te achievernent for which Baker is best relnetnbered is the
forrnulation of a system of character diagnosis for nredical orsolle
therapy, Almost everyone underestimates the magnitude of this
achievement. Baker colrpleted an extrernely difficult task which
Reich had left undone. Reich had described an excellent system of
diagnosis for character analysis and, no dotrbt, worrld have bee n able
to formulate diagnosis for nredical orgoDe therapy better than Baker
did. However,  the demands of Reich's research in biologx physics
and sociology, the ordeal of defending himself fronr the prose crrtiorr
that eventually lrurdered him, and his prernature death rnade this
impossible.

Diagnosis for rnedical orgone therapy requires the following:
r Diagnosis lnust encornpass the conscious and unconsciorrs basis

of character developrnent, rooted in the Oedipal complex,
producing a character which is disturbed, in highly specific ways,
in its psyclric functioning.

e Diagnosis must encornpass the segmental rnuscular annoring
that binds energy, iu a specific pattern, for each patie nt.

o Diagnosis must be based on neither the psychic nor the sornatic
alclue, but on the overall character "attitude" and the "way of
funct ionins" that character ize the pat ient,  which is a
tnanifestation of libidinal functioning5, anrl is silnultaneorrsly
both psychic and somatic.

o Each patient must have one and only one diagnosis, the set of
possible diagnoses rnust be srrrall (5 or 6 cliagnoses encornpass
99To of patients), yet the diagnosis can lrever in any case
contradict the patient's red tlrread.

! '14 'h.n * .  say that  the armored character  at t i tu<le is  a ' rnarr i festat ion of  l ib ic l inal
hrnct ioning" we mean that  i t  is  not  merelv a psychic or  somat ic habi t ,  nor is  i t  an i r rer t
les idue of  past  conf l ic ts.  The character  at t i tude contaiu the inrptr lse and defense both
of  which are act ive forms of  sexual  ( l ib id inal)  grat i f icat ion.  A fu l l  descr ipt ion of  th is is
beyond the scope of  th is paper,  but  Baker st ressed that  th is (perverse;  l ib id inal
grat i { icat ion can general lv  be categor ized as some forrn of  revenge. L ib id inal
funct ioning ar td emot ional  organizat ion in the geni ta l  character  take a di f ferent  form.
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There is no way to rnechanically create a set of "criteria" or a
theory that satisfies these requirements. C)ne cannot, for exarnple, say
that "character is defined by the segment where the prirnary blocking
occurs, for example an ocular characte r is one whose primary blocking
is in the ocular segment." Such a "method" breaks down into absurdity
when applied to the anal character or the phallic character, since
there is no such thingas an anal segment or a phallic segment.

Learning how to make and to safely use an orgonouric
biopsychiatric diagnosis requires decade s of work on the part of the
physician. The set of diagnoses described by Baker are functional
enough to contain several lifetirnes worth of knowledge.

Baker Contrasted with Reich and Freud
Baker had a fundamentally different task than did Reich. Reich was
reqtrired to complete the foundations for the cornple te re-
establishment of science on a functional basis, foundations which
Frerrd had only begun. Baker, on the other hand, took responsibility
for a science whose foundations were mostly sketched out.

Just as Freud focused on a sinsle task, the elaboration of the
unconscious mind, Bake r focused prirnarily on the task of establishing
nredical orgone therapy as a scientific discipline so that it could be
handed down to future senerations. Unlike Freud, Baker was able to
rernain true to the great scientific work until the end of his life.

ll lustrations of Functional Thinking from Freud, Reich and Baker,
Showing the Unique Features of Each
Functional thinking, because it springs from the basic operations of
nature, expresses both freedom (variability) and lawfulness to a high
degree. A comparison of the funct ional thinking of specif ic
individuals, such as Reich, Freud and Baker, will thus show unifying
sinrilarities (from the depth at which the thinking originates) as well
as infinite variation. A set of qtrotations from Reich, Freud and Baker
demonstrates this clearly. The passages chosen all deal with the same
underlying problem: the difficulties caused by rnysticisrn, coupled witlr
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arlllored nlan's contempt for basic life firnctious as being inferior tt-r
("below") his arnrored thinking, which, whether it be rnechanical or
mystical, is held up as something superior. Every effort of the hurnan
race to use arnlored thinking to escape from the trap of armoring
inevitably fails.

The passage from Freud was writlen originally in German, in 1914,
at the time ofJung's defection frorn psychoanalysis and his attetr)pt to
abandon lhe sexrral basis of nerrrosis and to replace it with a new
systeur of rnystical thinking, and deals specificallv with that event.
Freud rvas alreacly, in 1914, struggling against the incipient decline
and fall of rnodern psychiatry. Frerrd's description of the dete rioratiorr
in rnedical and scientific practice applies perfectly to much of what
occrlrs in the 2lst century. The passage frorn Reich, written by hinr irr
English in 1949, deals with humanity's helplessness on the cleepest,
biophysical and also cosmic, levels. 'Ihe passage from Baker atten)pts
to describe the problem in basic cornrnon sense terms to the ordinary
reader. Reich and Baker have access to a solrrtion to the problcm aud
therefore have an advantage over Freud.

All three passages captrlre tlte corrtrast between the sporttaneous
urobility of basic life functions as opposed to arrnored immobilitv. All
three passages describe the firti l ity of annored rnan's attempts to solve
hurrtan problems by rnoving his focus away frorn the genital and up iuto
the cornplications and distortions of the annored brain. By doinp so,
rnan tries to reach life by rnoving uprvard and away frorn life. Both
Freud and Bake r e xpress the mselve s briefly, with a sense of longing and
irouy, btrt Baker is much more eurotional and direct; Baker did not
share Fretrd's love of words. Reich's thought presents constant,
irresistible rlovernent, powerfully encornpassing and integrating the
deep and the superficial. I hope that the reader will feel the presence
of these three rnen and sense the utriqueness of each.

A patient once asked Baker why he had a picttrre of Reich in his
office, and Baker replied, "\4te do his work." To the extent that we do
the work of Reich and Fretrd and Baker, they live on with rrs and rvill
live forever.
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Freud
IInJungJ a new religio-et]rical system has been created...bottnd to
re-interpret, distort or jettison the factual findings of analysis. The
tnrth is that these people have picked ortt a few cttltural overtones
frorn the syrnphony of life and have once Inore failed to hear the
rnighty and primordial rnelody of the instiucts....

The form taken by the Neo-Ztrrich therapy ttnder these
influences can be conveyed in the words of a patient rvho
experienced it hirnself: "...not a trace of attentiott was given to ...
the transference... The rnoral instrttction was very fine and I
followed it faithfully, btrt I did not advance a step. ... Instead of
freeing rne by analysis, every day brotrght fresh tremenclotts
denrands on rne, which had to be fulfil led if the neurosis was to be
conquered-...inward concentration by tneans of introversion,
religious meditation, resuming life with rny wife in loving devotiott,
etc. It was almost beyond one's strerlgth; it was aiming at a radical
transfonnation of one's whole inner nature. I left the flungian]
analysis as a poor sinner...in utter discorrragement. Any clergyrnan
wotrld have advised what he recotrttne nde<l, brrt where was I to fittd
the  s t rength . " . . .

[fung's] view t]rat the sexual representation of 'higher'

thoughts in dreams and neurosis is nothing but an archaic ntode
of expression is of collrse irreconcilable with the fact that in
neurosis these sexual cornplexes prove to be the bearers of
quantities of libido which have been withdrawn from utilizatiott itt
real life , If it were merely a question of a sextral Jargon,' the
econorny of the libido could not have been altered in any way by
Iproperly conducted therapyJ . . .This can never be achieved,
however, by directing the patie nt away from Ihis libidinal irnpulses
and blocksl  and urging hirn to subl imate.. .The f i rst  piece of
reality which the patient must deal with is his il lness. Efforts to
spare him that task point to the physician's incapacitv to help hirn
lo overcorle his resistances, or else to the physiciau's dread of the
results of the work.. .

Men are strong so long as they represent a strong idea; they
become powe rless when they oppose it, Psycho-analysis will survive
[the defection ofJung and his followers] and gain new adheretrts
in place of these. In conclusion, I can only express a wish that
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fortune ulay grant an agreeable upward journey to all those who
have found their stay in the underworld of psycho-analysis too
llDcomfortable for their taste. The rest of rrs, I hope, will Oe
perrnitted without hiudrance to carry throtrgh to their conclusion
our labors in the depths. (Freud 1914, pages 62-66)

Reich
.. . there are great truths in . . .  rel ig ious teachings, even i f  they have
been distorted by the armored human animal.

The "Devil" meant the absohrte "Evil," personified in the well-
known creat ion of Hel l  in Christ ian thinking.. .  Man has fel t  the
"Evil" as tempting. \Alhy, we rnust ask, dicl he not ttrink of God as
"tentpting"? If the Devil represents distorted nature and God
original, true natrlre, why does uran feel so rnuch rnore drawn to
the Devil than to God? Whv the great, eternally fnrstrating effort to
redeern nran from "sin" (i.e., frorn the ternptation of the Devil), if
the beaut1,, harmony, life-enhancing power of God is so obvious
and so convincingly postulated?

Tlte atrswer is again the sarne as befbre; The Devil is ternpting
aud so easy to follow, God is so boring and distant because the
Devil represents the secondary drives which are easily accessible
and because God represents the core of life which is inaccessible to
the nrajority becatrse of the arrnoring. Therefore, God is the great
unreachable goal and the Devil is omnipresent, engulfing reality
In order to rnake God a living reality, the arrnoring must be
destroyerl and the identity of God and primal life, of Devil and
distorted life, firrnly and practically established. Unfortunatelv,
God and the living functioning which is nowhere so clearly
expressed as in the orgastic discharge, are identical. Once this
approach to God was blocked, only the Devil could reign. And how
he reigned! How tragic, how colossal this error of rnan, this endle ss
search for the inaccessible experience of God, with the fatefully
irrevocable landing in the Devil's realml

...C)rgouorny succeeded in going beyond the realm of the
Devil, not because of a special inspiration or sllpernatural sense
but solely because of the faithful and conscientious study of the
function of the orgasm; this function has its roots in cosrnic
orgonornic laws and, therefore, not only governs the whole of the
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living realrn far beyond rnan but in addition represellts exactly
what the tmly religious man called his "unreachable God."
Orgonomy succeeded in going beyond the "Devil" because it
learned to master the terrifying obstacles which are piled up in
the way of every single individrral who transcends the realm of the
Devi l ,  i .e . ,  the realm of the unconscious secondary dr ives. C)nce
one has found rock-bottom under one's feet in the natural
orsonomic function which is represented in the biosystem as the
orgastic convulsion; once one has rnastered the sharp distinctiorr
between the deep biophysical functioning and the distortion of
life in the realm of the armoring, the Devil begins to lose most of
his horrible aspects. \Are then look at the Devil "from below" as
well as from beyond and not "from above," e.g., from the
standpoint of  a nat ional or ecclesiast ical  interest. . .  (Reich 1949b,
pages 110 and 109)

Baker
Functional ideas have been developed in the past, only to be stifled
by the application of an absohrte, an irnrnobility. Nonnal urges
were killed and themselves became killers becarrse of this great
terror, orgastic anxiety. Neurotic rnan cannot stand natural
movement and fights bitterly against it wherever he finds it; his
consistent sollrce of error is in this fight against nature which
results frorn armoring and orgasm anxiety. What terror to make
contact with the cosnos and feel the pulsating eternity around
hirn! So rrtan has never accepted a continrrunr of rnoving,
Iuminating energy in which all atonrs, planets, suns, and galaxies
are incltrded in the pulsation and react vibrantly to each other's
charge. He quiets himself and so egotistically quiets the universe.

Yet stil lness is not satisfying and never can be, for deep within
man is a stirring always calling for expression. He longs for the
freedorn he once felt ("heaven lies about rrs in orrr infancy") and
promises himself he will find it again when he dies. God will give it
back to him when the spirit is free of the armored body. Even here
on earth he strives for that freedom, but unfortunately he does not
know what he seeks. (Baker 1967, page xxiii)
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A Case of Recurrent Psychosis

Alberto Foglia, M.D.

Elena is a 40-year-old gyrn teacher, married and the nrother of two
girls. She carne to nre in 2003 because she wanted to be treated with
rnedical orgone therapy for recurrent psychotic attacks. (Psychosis
refers to episodes of severe mental disorder with derangement of
personality and loss of contact with reality.) She had suffered these
attacks every September since the age of 19. Except for two occasions
when she had to be trospitalized for a few wee ks, she was treated every
year with psychoactive drugs, which gave her a sense of deadness and
rnarked drowsiness. Regularly, one to two months after the attacks,
Elena stopped the medication.

The attacks presented in the fonn of paranoid ideas and delusions
about people she knew, relatives or friends, starting one to two weeks
before the actual attack. She thought these people were hurting heq
in her words: "taking away my energy" or "prrtting me down in a mean
way." This was experienced with escalating terror and hatred, and
ultirnately expressed in explosions of rage and disconnected outbursts
of shouting, cursing and physical violence against physical objects. At
the satne time, she also experienced visual hallucinations, usually
seeing a skull, which she connected with her dead rnother. The actual
crisis lasted one day and was expressed in a sort of detachment, "a
trance-like state," very sirnilar to the "possessed paroxysns of certain
rnovies," as she described it. The day after the crisis, Elena woke up
from this "trance-like state" with a sense of lightness and relief but with
the fear of being insane. The psychiatrists in charge of her diagnosed
an "Acute psychotic episode in a Borderline Personality Disorder."
Luckily, the dnrgs they gave her were effective in controlling the
attacks: in fact. withorrt the medication Elena would have been
hospitalized mtrch rnore frequently and for longer periods. In the last
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two years, howeveq the attacks were becoming rnore intense and more
frequeut than in the past, appearing at different times of the yeaq not
ottlv in Septernber. The psychiatrists aclvised her to take rnedir:ation
for the rest of her life to avoid relapses.

An orphan, Elena vaguely remembers that she saw her mother die
of a heart attack when she was eight years old. She was adopted by a
professional couple rvith two children and grew up in a caring
ettvironrnent. An athletic girl, she was a good student and gradrrated
from high school before becoming a gyrn teacher. For 15 years she
taught in a private institution with success and satisfaction. Her two
daughters, Livia and Sara, were born in 2001 and 2005, and she is a
happv mother.

Drrring our first telephone colltact on October 3, 2003, Elena told
me that one of her attacks was imminent. She didn't know what to do
and asked me for advice. She agreed to take a major (anti-psychotic)
tranquilizer to stop her crisis and, given how far away she lived, lo
corne to see rne as soon as she could in the following days. At our first
encounter, I found a tall, somewhat rnasculine-looking woman with a
rigid, imrnobile posture. She spoke rarely, and was shy and reserved.
Her eyes were rnobile with a guarded quality, her rnouth was
conlracted, her voir:e rvhispery, and her chest was held rigidly with
rnittirnal respiratorv excursion. I cotrldn't evaluate arrnoring of her
pelvis because she was sitting at the desk in front of nre. I asked he r t<r
roll her eyes, which she did with a look of suspiciousness. I sensecl
sorne insecurity and worry, and I told her this. She explained to rne
that she rvas feeling fragile, was afraid of exploding, and that this was
exactly the kincl of attack she had for years. She also explained to nre
that her crisis had begun sorne two weeks before in the form of
anxiety, fear and emotional withdrawal, followed by rage and
unjustified hatred, this tirne toward her husband. l,uckily, the earh'
adnrinistrat ion of rnedicat ion prevented the real explosion of
psychosis. I reassrrred her, let her express her auxiety, and explained
to her how orgone therapy works. She already knew sornething frorn
reading about Reich and asked me many questions about the couch,
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the rclease of ernotions, the indications and the contraindications of
this therapy. Her questions were logical and appropriate, and rrty
responses reassured her. At the second session, Elena presented
herself in a more open way; she was less tirnid and fearful. My gene ral
impression was of more solidity and control, and together we discusse d
her beginning to work on the couch in the next session.

At the third session, Elena lay down on the corrch and seerned to
waut to take rvhat belongecl to her: She yelled, hit, insrrlted and
menaced anyone she thought was commanding her, including me. She
felt mrrch better after that and explained to me that this violence was
closely related to her old crises as rvell as to her well-being thereafter.
This titne, however, she was not afraicl of being crazy. She asked me for
pennission to stop the medication, which I gave her, sensing that she
was able to discharge arl enorlnous alnollnt of clamtned-up energy and
was able to do so while stil l keeping contact with reality.

At the forrrth session, Elena stil l looked grrarded and suspiciorts
but was able to express her feelings. She was able to rnaintain good
contact with rne: if I told he r to stop, she followed rne; if I asked her to
look at me she did, and her eyes expressed correctly the feeling of the
rnornent. All-in-all she was there, present and oriented. In addition,
her pelvis looked firrn and rigid, which is always a good sign in patients
with a history of psychotic episodes. In fact, the cessation of the
rnedication had brought only a slight increase of intensity in her
emotional discharge on the couch. From this time on, Ele na never had
to take any rrlore psychoactive dnrgs.

Progressively, Elena's therapy sessions adopted a pattern, a
recrlrrent theme that mirrored her way of being: guarded at first,
aggressive and rigid later. 'fhis was nothing other than her character
defense, which Reich called armorancl rlescribed as the characteristic
way an individual defends him or herself frorn unbe arable fee lings. On
a deeper level, character armor is a specific way of blocking the free
flow of energy in the body. Elena rrsed srrspiciou and rebelliorrsness.
My intervention progressively concentrated on pointiug out to her
these character traits, to which she reacted by intensifying her
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rebelliousness, vehetnently yelling "No, no, I don't want to, I don't
want to!" These outbttrsts were followed by states of affect block and
rigidity-she barely breathed and was unable to emit a sottnd. She felt
blocked and intpotent. Many sessions were spent with this imnrobility
and unpleasant feeling of impotence, which were slowly replacecl by
sudden je rks of her head and tteck followe d by whimpering sounds.
She felt she couldn't move her legs and her arms; she felt she was
paralyzed. She began to see herself as an eight-year-old child trying to
pull her mother out of the bathtub, too weak to lnanage the weight of'
an adrrlt, impotent and desperate. She yelled "No, no, I don't want to
see, I  don' t  want to,  I  don' t  want to!"

"Negativity dissolves by expressing it," Reich once wrote. The tnore
Elena expressed her refusal to see, the more she saw and looked: she
saw her mother dead, herself trying to save her; she was alone, nobody
was around. She desperately cried for help and was even angry at her
mother, demanding, "Why do you srnoke so tnuch?" At the 15th session,
Elena for the first tiure expressed disgust and votnited. She writhed and
rebelled, yelling, "No, no, I don't want to, I don't want to see, I don't
want to look!" She was disgusted by her mother's blood; her ntother was
soaking in water and blood, there was blood everlwhere. "Disgusting!"
she yelled. Elena reported to me that she had nightmares for mortths
after ttre death of her tnother, often waking up in the rniddle of the
night yelling and screarning, "l don't want, I don't want you to diel"
Drrring the session Elena cried, calling for her mother, longing to see
heq and not wanting people to tear her away.

In the sunlmer of 2004 Elena became pregnant for the second
time and decided to interrupt her therapy. Little Sara was born itt
March 2005, and Elena called nre in April, wanting to restllne therapy
because she was having anxiety and negative feelings, but also "strange
ideas" toward her husband. On the couch again, she rtnburdened
herself of an enorrnous amount of violence as slte had done in the
first session one year before. She felt that somebody wanted to hurt
her, she was very little and had the clear irnpression that a bad man
was hitting her forcefully. She expressed rapJe, fear and disgust and
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after that, despite the dramatic natrlre of her recollections, she felt
irnmensely relieved.

!\te resurned our sessions on a monthly basis again. The emotional
discharge of the first session after her delivery had cornpletely
dissolved the postparturn anxiety she had been experiencing. Elena
was starting again from where she had left off: disgust at the sight of
her mother's blood, alternating with viole nt whirnpers and screants, "I
don't want to, I don't want to see, I don't want to lookl" This always
brought great relief and the clear feeling that we we re working exactly
on her specific life problem-her recrlrrent, past psychotic attacks.
Simi lar at tacks presented regular ly dur ing sessions. This t ime,
however, they began to have a sense. Elena recognized the feelings and
sensations that had been hidden within thern and. with that. their
meaning and their very origin in a dramatic, traumatic past event.

However, there was stil l a certain holding back, a resistance to an
even more powerful discharge of feelings and energy. Elena was
sornehow detached, slightly "off," contactless, disconnected frorn rne,
herself and also her past. Moreover, she continued to keep her eyes
closed. I persistently pointed this out to heq and she exploded in her
typical rebellious rage, "I don't want to, I don't want to, I don't want
to see!" Who could blarne her or not understand? She saw, she saw
better and better, and it was an aw{ul torrnent. She saw her mother
rigid, bluish, naked, too heary for her to lift, wet with water and blood,
there was blood everyrvhere. Elena screarned, she wanted to rescue
her, she called her, she begged her not to die, she called for help, but
nobody was there. Mother was not dying frorn a heart attack, she had
killed herself. The blood came from her wrists that she had cut while
in the hot bath.

Elena cried for a long time on the couch. She finally saw clearly and
it was arful. She recalled and told rne that people finally mshed in, tore
her off her mother and took her to another room, where she stayed
silent, cornpletely paralyzed. She recalled with pain and sorrow the
nights spent with her new adoptive farnily, crying, alone and desperate.
In all these years she had cornpletely repressed these memories.
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This was Elena's 37th therapy sessiorr,  and since then she has
gained bit by bit more fragments of the puzzle of her tragic past.
During every session, she discharges rage, pain and clespair, always
accompanied by her typical stubborn whinrper, "I don't want to, I
don' t  rvant to see." I  assist  and share at these sessions, syrnpathet ic
and moved.

1oday, after 50 sessions, Elena is a rnuch more open and happv
person than when she first canre to see me in 2003. She hasn't had any
further psychotic attacks, nor has she taken any psychoactive drugs
since her third sessiorr. During therapy she hasn't re-experienced
additional feelings or images related to earlier traumatic episodes
prior to the death of her mother, such as the clear feeling of being
forcefully hit by a rnan. It is as if her sessions have becorne lnore
ordered without rnixing feelings and rnernories of different episodes
frorn her past.  She cont inues to express stubbornness aucl
rebelliousness in therapy, but in her outside life she has become nnrch
less guarcled and shy. The reason for the tirrring of her attacks in
September has not yet been solved, but I anr conficlent that a rational
explanatiott will be found.

Modern psychiatry is rrot able to cope with such disorders. It
rnakes faulty diagnoses that have no emotional or physiological
rneauing, its ignorance and contactlessrress blinding it to the very
object of its investigation. Its treatments are lirnited to the admin-
istration of psychoactive dnrgs. Lrrckily, these are able to control and
contain the worst signs and symptonls of psychosis in nrill ions of
people. Without psychoactive dnrgs, psychiatry would be exactlv where
it was in the early 1950s, when chlorprornazine, the first neuroleptic
dnrg, was discovered. Within a few years, two-thirds of all psychiatric
irospitals in the United States and worldwide were definitively closed
down. Since then, new psychoactive dmgs have been developed,
having fewer adverse side effects and less sedation. Brrt this is all. From
the standpoint of psychotherapy, despite the plethora of psycho-
analyt ic,  behavioral ,  cognit ive and body-centered therapies.
substantial improvernents haven't been nrade. In the 1990s, "Eye
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Movernent Desensitization," was developed, superficially sirnilar to
orgonomic biophysical work on the ocular segment. It appears to be
effective in the reawakening of painful memories of old traumas. Later
on this technique was highly standardized and mechanically regulated
and today has lost much of its attractiveness.

The medical orgone therapy of Wilhelrn Reich, on the other hand,
airns at restoring the patient's natural energy metabolisnr through the
process of dissolving somatic blocks (muscular armor) and loosening
characterological defenses (character armor) , thus allowing the
unitary, integrated, free flow of emotions and energy. In Elena, the
progressive loosening of her somatic blocks, rnainly in the ocrrlar and
oral segments, as well as the dissolution of her rnajor character traits
of srrspiciol lsness and rebel l iousness, enabled the l iberat ion of
enormous quantities of held-back, dammed-up emotions, which until
then could only be discharged through painful  and disabl ing
psychotic attacks. Through medical orgone therapy, Elena's recurrent
attacks of derangement have been transforrned into rational
emotional discharge, improved contact with herself, and a deeper
comprehension of the carrse ancl rneaning of her past psychosis.



Can Migraine Headache be Treated
Without Medication?
Peter A. Crist. M.D.

lntroduction
The chief cornplaint or problern in most of the cases presented so far
at the 2007 ACO Annual Conference have been enrotional synptoms.
However, rnany physical problems lbr which people seek traditional
rnedical treatment can also be helped by rnedical orsone therapy. This
is because sorne of these physical probleurs have their roots directlv in
entotional disturbances. \{e must ofte rr repeat the ollvious: Orgouoruic
psychiatry is a biological psychiatry that is rooted physically because we
understand that emotions are physically in the body.

The essential point is that when an individual cannot tolerate
certain ernotions he or she tenses rrp, in effect arrnoring, against the m.
This chronic tension has physical effects, as the ernotions are held in
the body. What is needed to relieve this situation is to help the
individual to stand these ernotions so that they can be expressed in a
way that can be tolerated, and then the individual will no lonser need
to arrnor against thern. At the sarrre tirne the therapist rnust also help
change the typical ways in which emotions are handled so that there is
no longer a need to block them.

Modern psychiatrv has abdir ;ated i ts proper place in the
trnde rstanding and treatment of ernotions ancl eurotional disorclers. As
a result, it has also failed in the realm of ernotiorrally connected
physical disorders, the so-called "psychosornatic il lnesses."

As orgonomists, we understand that the natrlral, prirnary dornain of
psychiatry is emotions, not biochernistrv or psychophanrnacology. The
increasing ernphasis on a mechanistic treatrnellt of specific syrnptolns
with specific pharnracological agcnts entirely overlooks esseutial
emotional factors. Often the only contrection that today's psychiatry
and rnedicine make between psyche and soma is to acknowledge the
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fact that dnrgs, which rnay affect psychiatric syrnptorns, also often affect
physical symptoms such as pain and inflarnrnatiorr.

The physical disorders and their variorrs symptoms that are
amenable to medical orgone therapy are innurnerable and coulcl easily
take up several conferences. Today, I want only to introduce this
subject by presenting a single case and discussing the orgouonric
runderstanding and treatment of headaches.

For those interested in a more in-depth description and analysis of
the functional basis of headaches, and their various types, I refer you to
the "lreadache issue" of the Journal of Orgonoml which contains a
republished article by Dr. Robert Dew (2005, pages 3,f.47) and an
accompanying article about migraine headaches by Dr. Ian l.ivingstone
(pages 48-56), as well as articles by Dr. Charles Konia (pages 57-66) and
a reprrblished article by Dr. Arthur Nelson (pages 67-76).

Headaches are one of the rnost common physical disorders. They
resrr l t  in signi f icant econornic loss with decreased product iv i ty,
abse nce from work and lost wages, and certainly in loss of enjoynent
in life. They also account for bill ions of dollars in sales of over-the-
collnter pain-killers.

\Alhile modern psychiatry and rnedicine have virtually lost touch
with the emotional component of headaches, the general public stil l
widely recognizes that they are associated with "stress." In fact, for
years, even a conlrnon over-the-counter rnedication was advertised by
portraying a stressful situation and then calling it "Excedrin Headache
Nurnber X." The clear message was that ernotional factors, under the
generic term "stress," caused the headache.

More recently this has changed. The increasingly mechanistic
approach of rnodern rnedicine is reflected in how the advertising
industry currently promotes over-the-counter headache remedies.
Instead of those "Excedrin Headache" ads, we now see ads for
Excedrin divided into specific symptom categories so that it is sold as:
Extra Strength Excedrin, Excedrin Tension Headache, Excedrin
Migraine, or Excedrin PM. Specific consurners are "targeted" to
generate more sales.
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Let us now look at what can be rlone therapeutically without
relying on such medication.

Case
Katie was l6 years old when a netrrologist who was treatins her for
headaches referred her to rne. He felt there was an underlying
problern with how she handled anxiety. At the tirne of referral she said
she had had almost constant headaches for eight months, which had
been diagnosed as "transfornl lttigraines:" the typical episorlic acute
migraiue ltad "transforrned" into a constant headache. By the tinre I
saw her the rnigraine-type headaches were superinrposed orr "rnuscle
tension" lteaclaches.

When I first saw Katie she also had emotional cornplaints. A few
days earlier she had an anxiety/panic attack severe enough that her
parents took he r to the local hospital emergency room to lnake sure
that she clidn't have a heart probleur. She also described feeling
considerablc stress at school since startiug high school the vear before.

Since entering adolescence she had, as is so cornmon, rnally
worries and at times she described feeling "down." Her big concern was
how she looked; she was afraid it was never good enough. She was also
afraid to get into confrontations, espe cially with anyone in arrthority.

At her initial evaluation, although she presented as an attractive,
slightly overrveight young wornan who was quite lively, seriorrs and
earnest, she was also very anxious, and had rurninative, lvorried
thinking. Her nrood was mildly depressed. There was no evidence of
fonnal thotrght disorder or psychosis and history revealed no
suicidality, rlrug or alcohol use.

In the very first session, as I encouraged her to talk about herself
and what was going on in her life, she started to cry. She told rne how
niserable she rvas with feeling so rrncornfortable at school and how
unhappy she was with having headaches. Expressing these feelings
gave her considerable relief from her anxiety. In the second session,
when she started to cry, frustration also came to the surlace ancl I
suggested that she lay clown on the couch to see if this corrld help he r
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get her ernotions out. By hitting the couch and shouting otrt, she was
able to relieve sorne of the fnrstration.

The next week she came in and said that she had been without
headaches for two days. This was renlarkable! She had suffered for an
eight-month period with constant headaches of one form or another,
and now she had two days without a single one-this without direct
biophysical work on her armor. At the same time, however, she felr more
anxious than she had felt before; not an attack of anxiety, but nearly
constant anxiety throughout the day that was almost unbearable.

Both Iktie and her rnothe r were concerned about the level of her
anxiety. I discussed with them whether Katie should be on medicatiorr
to bring the level of the anxiety down. With Katie, I encouraged her to
jrrst stand feeling the anxiety, see how it was, and to call me if it realll
becarne intolerable. With her mother, I told her Katie needed to
increase her capacity to funct ion in the face of anxiety and
encorrraged her to stand seeing her daughter in distress and not
irnrnediately try to relieve her of it. How different this approach is: The
traditional psychiatrist would have prescribed rnedication to relieve
the synptoms.

I told Katie that I thought she was tougher than she believed
herself to be and that she could handle it. Here I was addressing her
characteristic tendency to run away rather than face difficulty. With
the rnother, I also told her that I thought Katie was tougher than she
looked. Here I was addressing the rnother's tendency to baby her
darrghteq which reinforced Katie's tendency to nln frorn her feelings
into childish behavior with her mother. I persuaded both of thern to
see how things went.

Fortunately, within a couple of days, Katie's anxiety subsided. In
the next weekly session she was able to let out a lot more fnrstration by
hitting, kicking and shouting. By that time virtually all of her
depressive feelings had resolved. By the fourth session the headaches
had dinrinished even further. She started expressing more of the fears
that she had and rnore of the fnrstrations, which produced more
significant relief. By the end of the fifth session she said she had been
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withorrt a headache for a full week, no longer felt clepressed and felt
goocl about going back to school.

I tolcl her that there were other issues to work on, especialiv her
difficulty confronting authority figures. She said she wanted to do that
but I think her mother wasn't ready for her daughter to confrorrt
authority, narnely her. The nrother responded, "She is doing better. \4'e
will call you if she has any more trouble." Katie's mother called rne
eight months later only because there was a problem with a uredical
insurance forrn she needed my help in resolving. She said he r daughte r
was doing very well, no longer had rnigraine headaches, and only had
occasional rnuscle tension headaches that were easily relieved. She said
that once the headaches were sone both she and Katie realized how
rnrrch Katie had withdrawn from life during the months that she had
thern. Now she was rnuch happier, rnore social and able to face people
at school, and was less concerned about what people thought of her.
Katie jrrst seerned to be "back to her old self' and enjoying everything
again. It's been several years now and I halen't heard anything froru
them since.

Discussion
This was one of the nrost satisfying r:ases in all rny ycars of practice , It
was rernarkable how in fiue sessions a condition was resoived that
appeared certain to becorne chronic-and all without rnedication of
any kind or extensive neurological testing (CT scan, MRI). My patient
had courplete resolution of eight nronths of constant headache and of
her symptorns of disabling anxiety. She did have sorne continuing
anxiety but it did not interfere with her functioning. This case
delllonstrates how an orgonomic approach can yield dramatic bene fits
when patients are treated early in the course of their difficulties. This
cal) spare thetn a dependence on drugs to mal)age physical and
emotional symptorr)s.

Fortunately, sorne cases proceed as sirnply as this one, brrt of
corrrse others are lnore complicated and don't respond as quickly.
Why dicl therapy help Iktie's headaches so quickly? Undoubtedly the
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rnost irnportant factor was that the problerns that led to the headaches
were addressed aery early in their course. The headaches had not really
become set as a part of her typical way of handling her life's stresses.
And also, because they were stil l very disturbing to her, they had not
becorne part of her characteristic way of responding to stress.

In addition, the point at which sorneone finds enrotions so
intolerable that they shut down on thern and develop headaches is
undoubtedly quite significant. Katie did not develop headaches until
age sixteen, which is much later than with sonre children I have seen
where the condition has become chronic. Another factor was that
Katie was very excitable and lively. Just sitting down and talking with
me immediately brought her emotions to the surface, and rnore
importantly, she was able to express them. She was also very
tnotivated, Her syrnptorns were bothering her greatly and she had the
drive to try to change her sitrration. Fortunately, neither she nor her
rnother wanted to use rnedication, and both wanted to find out what
else could be done.

In my experience treating people with headaches, especially
young people, there is a tendency for thern, for whatever reason, to
have a lot of energy in the head: They are thinkers. If the energy
doesn't have an outlet, it gets stuck. With Katie, she worried. One of
the things I encouraged her to do to clear her head was follow through
on her interest in trying out for the swiur team, despite her anxieties
about what she looked like in a bathing suit. I told her, "Whatever you
look like, do the swirnming." When I spoke with her mother eight
months after Katie stopped therapy, she told me Katie had in fact
joined the swim team. Anything that draws the energy down out of the
head will definitely help.

Summary
As a result of its dnrg-oriented, mechanistic approach, psychiatry has
abdicated its vital role in addressins the irnportance of emotions in
such physical conditions-a glaring example of the failure of
rnodern psychiatry.
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Katie's therapy shows how quickly severe problems such as
rnigraine can resolve with rnedical orgone therapy. Holv many more
people, especially young people, could be saved from long-tenn
reliance on medications that have detrirnental physical effects and
adversely impact the individual's emotional health? This is especially
irnportant to avoid during the vital period of ernotional developntent
in childhood. Unfortunately, today's mechanistic approach focuses
solely on syrnptoms and rrses medications to block anxiety and other
disturbing emotions. It seems we are living in a world that is
increasingly intolerant of natural ernotions. The medical profession
and the general public have a tendency to medicate any emotion as if
it is a symptom.

If only rnore neurologists and prirnary care pltysicians, as well as
the general public, saw the larger picture of the role ernotiorrs play in
physical il lness and physical symptoms, and knew that there are ways
to treat thern other than with ntedicatiotr, especially when addressecl
e arly. \4Ie at the Arnerican Colle ge of Orgonotmy are doing what we catr
to see that this happens.
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Reich's Mind-Body Approach:
First Aid in a General Medical Hospital
Howard J. Chavis, M.D.

There are several reasons for my selecting this topic for presentation.
The first is that the cases I will describe are, I believe, fascinating from
anyone's perspective. It is also an opportunity to see firsthand how a
seemingly esoteric therapy, at least in its name, medical orgone
therapy, can be applied to clinical situations that occur on the medical
services of a busy city hospital. It is also an opportunity to see by
concrete example what was and remains lost to psychiatry and
medicine when psychoanalysts rejected rnost of Reich's discoveries in
the 1930s and thereafte r. The rnost significant destnrctive
consequence was the lost opportunity to place depth psychology on a
comprehensive, natural scientific, biological foundation, one that is
neither mechanistic nor mystical. It is a foundation that erases the
mind-body split and recognizes this artificial duality as a clinical
phenomenon found in people who are cut off frorn contact with their
own internal sensations and emotions.

Integral to my discussion is the recognition and understanding of
rnuscular armor, which is readily observable in most everyone. In
everyday language, people are described as uptight, as stiff-necked,
tight-assed, having a stiff uppe r lip, and so on.

In its acute form, it is a natrrral, sornatic, physical defensive
reaction, even sometimes seen in very young infants-we all tense up
our muscles in stressful situations and hold our breath, but we then
relax and "let go" when the situation passes. When rntrscular armoring
becornes chronic, however, it interferes with natural ernotional and
physical motility. Reich showed that rnuscular armor laid down in the
various erogenous zones during childhood psychosexual develop-
tnent forms the somatic basis of the various neurotic character type s.
For exarnple, prematlrre toi let  t raining, before the infant is
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developmentally ready, before natrlral nerlrornuscular control of the
anal sphincter has developed, can only succeed with contraction of the
muscles of the pelvic floor, the buttocks and thighs, aided by retractiorr
of the pelvis and inhibition of respiration. This provides the sonratic
basis of the obsessive-compulsive character in sorne and obsessive-
compulsive symptoms in others.

Reich came to this understanding when he observed that
indivicltrals with rigid character attitudes, what he called character
arrnor, also had nnrs<:ular rigidity and hypertrophy and that, in
general, the greater the character rigidity the greater the muscular
rigidity. When the patient's character defenses yielded to charat:ter
analysis, the approach Reich developed to dissolve character arnlor,
the chronic rnuscular rigidity also softene d. He sarv with one particular
patient with a stiff-necked attitude toward the world that when the
defense finally let go, the patient experienced dramatic, rapidly
shifting physical changes in the face and neck. Reich concluded then
that the chronic character attitrrde and the patient's chronic rnrrscrrlar
rigidiry were functionally identical-both contained and held back
vegetative energies, sensations and emotions. This is how Reich carne
to discover rnuscular arrnor and its defensive firnction, which led hirn
to itrclude direct work on patients' tense rnrrscles in their therapy.

Reich described the segrnental anatomical distribution of hurnalr
skeletal musculature and its arrangement perpendicular to the long
axis of the body-rnuch like the annular segments of a snake or worrn.
There are seven segnrents: ocular,  oral ,  cervical ,  thoracic,
diaphragmatic, abdorninal, and pelvic. Clinical expe rie nce reveals that
rnuscular annoring is laid down iu these segments in a functional
distribution; that is, according to where it is needed, as I described irr
the case of premature toilet training.

Mrrscular arrnor is readily identified. Sorne cornrnon exarnples
include: How ernotionally expressive is the face? Ilow expressive are
the eyes? Can they show the full range of hurnan emotion? Are they
dull? Is the chest held in an inspiratory position? Is the voice caught in
the throat? Does it sound forced? Aud so orr.
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This now brings us to the topic of orgonomic first aid. It is a
treatment whose goal is to relieve distressing or disturbing symptolns
and suffering by reversing bioernotional, biophysical contraction. This
state of contraction can be visualized by thinking of a single-celled
atneba being pricked with a needle-it l iterally contracts. The hurnan
oreanisrn, with its bill ions of cells, also contracts in response to
trauma. With its ntore complex organization, contraction rnanifests
through acllte rnuscular tension (armoring), inhibition of respiration,
ancl increased discharge of the sympathetic division of the autonomic
nervous system. In reversing this contraction, orgonomic first aid seeks
to restore a previous level of functioning. It does not attempt character
restnrcturing, although in sorne cases aspects of the patient's character
rnay be addressed. It is util ized only after a carefirl evaluation and
assessment of the patient's history, clinical condition, and biophysical
status, the patient's armor and emotional state.

In the following cases we will see how "sirnple" observations of
sornatic arnroring and recognition of the armor's significance within
the characteroloeical context of the individual allowed for effective
treatment with prompt relief of acute symptoms and restoration of a
previorrs level of firnctioning, by definition orgonomic first aid.

The Case of Maria
Maria is a 22-year-old, Filipino nurse admitted to the neurology service
for evaluation of episodes of "dizziness' and "falling down." The
episodes of dizziness were transient, lasting only for a few rninutes,
were not accompanied by loss of consciousness or involuntary motor
activity, and usually occurred when she was alone, sometinres in
potentially dangerous circumstances, srrch as while driving. Several
tirnes, and recently with increasing frequency, she fell to the ground
while dizzy but could not explain what had happened orher rhan to say
she felt "weak." These symptoms started a week or two after the
accidental death of an older sister several months prior to admission.
Although no specific connection with her sister's death could be
asce rtained, either by herself or the neurologist, the time of onset of
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her syrnptorns certainly seemed more than coincidental. Nerrrological
evaluat ion, f i r r thermore, including CT scan and electroen-
cephalogratu (routine and sleep-deprived), was withiu norrnal limits.
A psychiatric consultation was requested.

On initial evaluation, the patient was in bed-her activities were
restricted because of the danger of falling. She was dressed itr a
"nightie," was shapely though slight of build, looked younger than her
chronological  age, and acted in a coquett ish nranner despite
appearing mildly depressed. When expressing anxiety about the
possibility of having a brain tumor, dulling of her e_ves and restriction
of he r breathing were apparent. Responding to open-e nded questions,
she recouuted her personal history as the youngest daughter in a large
farnily living in the Philippines, as a student attending Catholic schools
staffed by nuns, and of he r secret internal rebellion with, and outward
conformity to, the rigidities of family and social expectations. Her
farnily's lr)ove to the United States, in her early teens, was a welcorrre
change for her.

Several times I pointed out her tendency to hold her breath and
explained how this helped suppress feeling. Over subsequent sessions,
I asked her to breathe rnore fully. She readily went "off in her eyes,
which I also pointed out to her. Breathing, in contact. graduallv
elicited sobbing and crying. She described how hearing an awful thud,
she fearfirlly went into the bathroom to find her sister, blood-
spattered, unconscious in the bathtrrb, bleeding profirselv from the
wotrnd where she had struck her head, ancl how the fanrill 'stood vigil
at the hospital until her sister was pronounced dead several days later.
Continued breathing, with good contact, elicited increasing anger and
rage and the rest of the story.

Ttre dead sister had been involved with dnrgs and alcohol for
years, and for years, Maria had been assigned by their parents the task
of keeping her sister out of trouble. Outwardly, she accepted this
assignrnent-she was, after all, a "goo{1" darrehter arrd sister. Inwardly,
she felt growing resentment over the responsibility, especially since
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her sister never accepted lirnit-setting or advice. Finally, Maria asse rted
her independence and decided, several days prior to the tragedy, to no
longer watch over her older sister. The night of her accident, the sister
carne home staggering dmnk and announced her intention to take a
shower. Maria, aware of the danger, nonetheless strrck by her
decision-other farnily rnembers were at home-and she allowecl her
sister to proceed with tragic consequences.

Maria's anger, initially directed at her sister for the present tragedy
and past seltdestnrctive behaviors, soon turned to bitter rage at her
parents for assigning to her permanent responsibility for her sister's
welfare . Over several subsequent sessions, she angrily recounted other
incidents involving assigned responsibility, including the suicide by
hanging of a depressed male friend several years before. He, too, had
refirsed her advice to seek professional help. Maria was see n for five in-
hospital sessions. As the treatment unfolded, her episodes of dizzine ss
and falling disappeared, and, at last follow-up a year after treatrnent,
she rernained synptom-free and had plans to rnarry.

Characterologically, Maria is a simple hysteric. In the hysteric, as
in other character types, if there are pre-genital blocks, armor,
symptorns referable to the armored segments are seen-with an anal
block, obsessive-compulsive symptoms; with an oral block, depressiott,
overeating, talkativeness etc. Maria's defenses, as a simple hysteric,
were simple-she could only resort to holding her breath and going
off in her eyes. When I addressed these physical, somatic defenses she
carne into contact with and re-experienced and expressed the held-back
intense and intolerable enrotions with the associated historical material.
Dizziness, as a sylnptom, is often seen with intense enrotion in the
presence of inadequate somatic and characterological armor; thaf is,
when the annor is not strong enough to bind the intensity of emotion.
\A'ith effective emotional discharge, Maria's dizziness was relieved.

The following two cases describe orgononric first aid in the
treatme nt of neurological disaster. Again, "simple" observations of the
patients' annor and an understanding of what to do with these
observations were essential to successful treatrnent.
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The Cases of Valerie and Myra
Valerie is a 39-year-old, urrrnarried, photographer's assistant, admitted
to the psychiatr ic ward because of conf i ts ion and "catatonic"
inrrnobility. She was soon transferred to nerrrology when a CT scatr
revealed massive central pontine nryelinolysis. This trncorllrlloll
condition-a disintegration of the white matter in an area of the
nridbrain called the pons-is now known to be caused by a too-rapid
hospital emergency roonl correction of severely distrrrbed blood
electrolyte levels. Valerie's electrolyte disturbance was cattsed by a
strict, rnonth-long,'Juice-only" diet (designed to remove "toxins" frotn
the body) contbined with excess fluid and ntineral loss from an
ileostomy (she had severe colitis in her twenties). She was started on
L-dopa, an anti-Parkinson's trtedication, and baclofen, a tnttscle
relaxant, with only slight irnprovernent in her irnmobility. Her
behavior, regressed and infantile frorn the time of adntission,
deteriorated further despite correction of her electrolyte intbalatrce,
with depression, anorexia, increased withdrawal and helpless
dependency. After s ix weeks of hospital izat ion, a psychiatr ic
consultation was requested.

On ini t ia l  examinat ion, Valer ie was smal l ,  greasy- looking,
cachectic, childlike, and bedridden, only weakly able to move her arms
and legs. Her face was "frozen," wide-eye d and terrified. Her voice was
peculiarly thin and croaked, as if stuck in he r throat, and her speech
was flat and robot-like. Her chest and neck were also "frozen," and
with her face, appeared to be cast as a single unit.

Anned with these biophysical observatiotts and a report of a few
isolated words of near-normal speech, I felt hopeful her clinical
presentation could not be explained solely on the basis of her prirnary
pontine disaster. As such, and despite a despairing netrrological
consensus regarding her recovery, I proceeded to tell her softly how
terrified she looked-"scared stiff '-and ltow expressing her feelings,
perhaps with assistance, might provide sorne relief. I encottraged her
first to breath while opening her eyes wide and stretching herjaw, and
then to screaln. In subseqttent daily sessions, I pressed on her jaw
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rnuscles, the rnasseters, and occciput and had her gag and bite on a
cloth. Initially, she cooperated rnechanically and for only the briefest
rnoments. She was clearly terrified of any sensation, tolerating only
five- or ten-minute sessions before asking me to leave her roorn.
Acutely aware of her limits, I cornplied, only to return patiently
persistent the following day. Therapeutic efforts, both somatic and
characteranalytical, elicited more intense expressions of fear followed
by increasingly stronger vocal negative reactions. This cuhninated in
her hring rne for being "too traditional!" Her psychiatric syrnptoms
and croaking voice returned in full force, however, over a fotrr-day
period, and I was asked to resume treatment. In subsequent weeks, as
more and more emotion was expressed more strongly, her appetite
and caloric intake irnproved, and her voice softened in tone and
sounded more spontaneous-mrrch to everyone's surprise. Over
several more weeks her hostility and aggressivity in dernanding
attention intensified, until an entire day was spent screaming and
raging at anyone who came near. The following day she reported
feeling nuch better, was in good emotional contact, and saw most
clearly how her pre-morbid, and a significant part of her in-hospital,
behavior reflected a characteristic use of dependency to avoid
emotional responsibility. She was now determined to be rnore
independent and was subsequently transferred to an interrsive
rehabilitation unit where she worked diligently, cried more fully, both
in and out of treatment, was tapered off of all medications, and, with
a cane, walked out of the hospital.

Myra is a 29-year-old, unmarried woman whose life was tragically
and permanently disnrpted when she was 15. Following several days of
crtrshing, rrnrenitting headache, she underwent rnajor nelrrosrlrgery
for a possible tumor of the brain (unknown type ). Her postoperative
corlrse was disastrous-she never fully awoke from anesthesia, and a
cerebral ventricular-jugular shunt was placed to reduce internal brain
pressrlre. She also received radiotherapl'. She rernained in a vegetative,
helpless state for several  years necessitat ing around-the-clock,
crrstodial care provided prirnarily by her mother.
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Over the ensuing years, Myra gradually regained consciousness
and soure limited personal and social function. Althorrgh unable to
dress or bathe herself, comb her hair or prepare her own meals, she
was included in fanrily relationships and even managed to volunteer
several hours a week fil ing forms in a protected environment at a local
hospital. During her mid-twenties, however, a favorite aunt was
attacked and murdered by an arsonist. Within several weeks, Myra,
inexplicably, lost her hearing. Some two years later, over a week's tinre,
she began having difficulty with continuity and volurne of her speeclr
and becarne mute. Several  months after losing her voice, she
developed problents maintaining her rrpright balance and appeared
increasinely confused. Becarrse two similar, althorrgh shorter episodes
occrrrring during her prolonged convalescence were attributed to
ventricular shunt malfunction and treated with neurosurgical shtrrrt
repositioning, the farnily was wary of further iatrogenic trauma to the
brain. A different nerrrologist was cotrsulted and sht: was adrnitted to
tlte neurology service. Aware of the clinical complexities ancl the
farnily's concern, a psychiatric consultation was reqrrested.

On initial contact, Myra was sitting silently in bed. She had an
amblyopic right eye ("walleye") and a paste-colored, expressionless,
imnrobile face. A palpable tension hung in the air and rvas dissipated
only when her mother, hovering aegressively and anxiously uearby,
rehrctantly conrplied when I asked her to leave the room. Left alone,
Myra appeared as if "in another world." There was no eye contact or
apparent excursions of her chest, and she rnoved very slowly in an
eerilv detached, seenringly aimless Ihshion, first touchir)g the covers,
theu her sleeve. She failed to acknowledge or respond to sirnple
spoken then written qrrestions placed patiently before her. After a few
additional rninutes, I left, telling her with a note written in large letters
that I would return the following da1,.

On the second visi t ,  Myra, alone and rnute, st i l l  appeared
sonrewhat "other-worldly," although now obviously aware of ttry
presence, as her head jerkily, slowly, and somewhat belatedly followecl
my rnovernents. I was again impressed by the biophysical irnmobility of
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her chest ancl  upper segments despite her bizarre, seemingly
de mented presentation of the day before. I encouraged her in writing
and by gestrlre to exercise, separately and then sirnultaneorrsly, two
basic cornponents of speech-opening her mouth and breathing. This
day she was able to cornply, albeit weakly and nrechanically, and only
for a minute at a tirne. Heartened by this small but significantly
irnproved capacity for engagernent, I cocked rny head quizzically to
one side, cupped my hand behind my ear, and waited. An expressiorr
of puzzlernent, tinged with a barely discernible quality of "durnbness"
soon appeared on her face. Stnrck by the "dumbness," to me, a subtle
characterological trait, I repeated nly pantomirne with greater facial
exaggeration and an ever-durnber "Eh? Eh?" to match her own
increasing intensity of expression. A silent brrt clearly formed "What?"
appeared on he r lips and, as I energe tically gestured for her to breathe,
a word, for the first time in over two months, was heard cracking and
breaking in her throat-"What?"

In the third session, Myra appearecl significantly rnore "down-to-
earth." Silently but expectantly, she waited for rne to sit down. I again
coached her on breathing, and her response was stronger and more
sustained than before. I exaggerated rny breathing by rnoving rny
shoulders, arrns and chest up and down rnore dramatically. Although
she followed suit, her puzzlement appeared again, as did my "hearing-
irnpaired" pantornime. "What?" broke weakly in her throat but theu
was repeated more distinctly. I wrote, "I can't hear you," even when her
voice becarne a bit clearer. She "tsk"-ed at me in frustration. I wrote,
'You clucked your tongue at ure!" and continued to indicate I corrldn't
hear her. \A'ith increasing fnrstration, as color rose in her face, she
gave rne a dirty look and said loudly, "What do you want?"

Myra was discharged about ten days later. She was speaking
spontaneously, clearly, and without confusion. She also walked without
assistance. A complete neurological evaluation revealed norrnal
ventricular shunt function and, in comparison with her most recent,
previous workup, no essential change in her neurological parameters.
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Over several subsequent years of on-going therapy, recurrences of
rnutisrn, confusion, and gait instability were clearly related to
intolerable rage at her mother and were irnmediately relieved by
biophysical intervention. As the rage was expressed, the full story of
her convalescence ernerged. Her rnother's intense caring, so essential
during recuperation, evolved into an all-consurning protectiveness, lest
any mishap compound the darnage already done and for which she had
irrationally accepted full responsibility. Any initiative on Myra's part
was stifled, any anxiety reinforced by he r tnother's aggravated fear. The
result was years of enforced invalidisrn, intense anxiety, and repressed
rage. The separation fronr her rnother at the initial psychiatric
consrrltation in the hospital was the first tinre Myra was without her
mother's presence in alnrost l5 years. At last contact, some years ago,
she was living with her parents but was considerably Inore independent
and daring within the boundaries of her functional capacities.

The basic clinical perspective of nerrrology is derived from a
rnechanical understanding of the nelrroanatonical contplexities of the
central nervous system. The lirnitations of this perspective were clearly
demonstrated by an appreciation of somatic arrnoring and character
stnrctrlre and the effective use of biophysical observation in arriving at
a coherent understanding of cornplex "nettrological" symptoms. This
tnrly functional, orgononric approach allowed for treatntent, witltottt
medication, in the form of orgonomic first aid. Using both physical,
somatic and characteranalytical modalities, severe local armoring was
effectively relieved. This permitted not only emotional catharsis and
reversal of severe organismic contraction, but also an increased setrse
of integration and a significant step forward in recuperation froln
neurological disaster.

The Cases of Selma, Donna and Hilde
The fol lowing cases describe orgonomic f i rst  aid for eat ing
disturbances in medical il lness. By way of introduction le t me say that
for rnost physicians, il lness causes problerns with eating becattse
patie nts "don't feel well," are "depressed," or have some mechanical or
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physiological dysfunction created by the disease process itself. !\'hile
these "reasons" may have validity, they often fail to provide more than
a superficial, mechanistic explanation of symptoms derived fron the
acute local and systenric effects of, and reactions to, il lness on
armoring and the energetic state of the organisrn. The following cases
denronstrate how a functional, energetic, an orgonomic, approach
allows not only for a comprehensive understanding of the disturbance
of a basic biological function, but also for its treatment.

Sehna is an B0-year-old, retired office manager, adrnitted to the
hospital frve months previous with fever and lower abdorninal pain-
synlptoms of diverticulitis, an inflarnmatory disorder of the large
intestine. In the collrse of her diagnostic evaluation and treatrnent,
she had major intra-abdominal surgery and suffered rnultiple
complications and setbacks, including infection, heart attack and a
rnild stroke. She spent countless weeks in intensive care and was finally
transferred to a regular medical service where a new problem arose-
so-called "failure to thrive." Because of great difficulty swallowing, she
was rrnable to eat and saliva pooled in her mouth. Over a six-week
period, she lost more than 25 pounds and was increasingly withdrawn
ancl lethargic.

The rnedical staff, after an exhaustive (and for Selma, exhausting)
evaluation including cin6-radiographic studies of the pharynx and
esophagus, stil l could not explain her disordered swallowing, and a
psychiatric consultation was requested. Irnmediately apparent was the
"cowed" expression in Selma's eyes ("What are yoll going to do to me
now?I") and the saliva drooling from her mouth as she spoke through
jaws that barely opened. She could only separate her teeth the width
of a srnall finger and literally could not swallow. After a brief
explanation and with her cooperation, I elicited gagging with a tongue
blarle and then began gently but firrnly pushing her mandible forward
by pressing on the angle of the jaw. This was painful and tolerated only
for seconds at a time, but elicited rnisery and crying. In srrbseqrrent
brief sessions, gagging was repeated as much as tolerated and work on
the nandible was expanded to include massaging the rnasseters and
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having Selma bite on a cloth. These efforts produced greater
expressions of misery related to the experiences she endured during
the endless months of hospitalization and her hopelessness about ever
being discharged alive. In subsequent sessions, as she allowed more
vigorous and sustained physical work, her misery gave way to
resentment and anger-she told me, "I could kill you," as she punched
at my anns. This deepened into rage for everything that had gone
wrong dtrring her hospital stay and for all the indignities she had
srrffered. After only a few sessions, Selrna was again able to swallow She
began to eat and saliva no longer pooled in her mouth. She becarne
more sociable and lively with the hospital staff and with her boyfrie nd.
She was discharged home two weeks after initial consultation.

Donna is a 27-year-old waitress and part-tirne urodel with known
epilepsy secondary to head trauma in childhood. She was admitted to
the neurology service because of an increase in seizure frequency.
Laboratory testing detennined blood levels of anti-seizure rnedication
to be below therapeutic range, and over a week's tirne adjustrnents in
dosage were made. Donna, however, reported continued seizttres
preceded by her farniliar aura-a "feeling" in her stornach-and the
type of rnedication itself was also changed. Persistent, distressing
nausea with occasional enervating vorniting and diarrhea started abottt
five days after admission and was variously thought to be "fltt" or drug
side effect. Eating exacerbated the problem. She was treated with
intravenous fluids to maintain hydration, and an anti-emetic, an anti-
nausea rnedication, was given without consistent effect.

These developments were follorved firsthand-a psychiatric
consultation was requested within the first several days of admission
once the rne dical staff learned of a history of physical and emotiottal
abuse in childhood and adolescence. On initial contact, Donna was a
thin, attractive, anxious, youllg wonlan with a look of nrisery on her
face. Her eyes occasionally showed fear and her voice was flat with a
erinding, whining quality. Accounts of abuse by her mother and foster
family, as well as details of more recent unhappy incidents, were
presented almost as a litany. Her anxiety she related to her intentiott
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of ending a live-in re lationship with a rnan 25 years her senior. Little
apparent headway was made beyond recounting the above history as
subsequent daily sessions were soon focrrsed on, and lirnited by, her
nallsea, weakness, and physical distress. Her neurological evaluation,
meanwhile , confirmed the presence of an irritable, epileptic foctrs in
the right hemisphere of the brain but also deterrnined some of her
"seizures" to be nlotor act iv i ty without concorni tant electr ical
discharge in the central nervous system (so-called "pseudo-" or
psychogenic seizure s). She anticipated this finding by asking if some of
her seizures could be "emotional." Although she stil l suffered nausea,
I began to work with her biophysically. Having her breathe while
opening her eyes wide produced a lurnp in her throat, which was
relieved by vigorous gagging. The next session she complained of
pains in her stornach. I palpated, firrnly rnassaged, and "dissolved" a
snrall, painftrl, firm mass in the right lrpper abdorninal quadrant which
prorhrced an outpouring of crying misery and angry rnernories of her
rnother making her eat from a bowl on the floor with the farnily dog.
She looked and felt enormously relieved with complete resolution of
her nausea. The following day she cornplained of pains in her legs that
had plagued her intermittently for years. I pressed on her calves and
the lower, outer aspect of he r thighs with sirnilar results-rnemories of
abrtse and a painful outpouring of misery and anger, the ernotions that
had been absent from her litany. She was discharged shortly thereafter,
eating well and seizure-free.

Hilde is an independent B0-year-old, retired bookkeeper adrnitted
to the hospital confused and disoriented after falling and striking her
head. A CT scan found a localized collection of bloodjust under the
dura, the membrane covering the brain, and a subdural hernatoma
was diagnosed. She was effectively treated over several weeks with
steroids, and although no longer confused, she refused to eat or drink.
A psychiatric consultation was requested. During the initial visit, this
frail, elderly, seemingly hearing-irnpaired, apathetic, depressed-
looking woman said she "wanted to die" but also, on questioning,
re ported feeling a lunp in her throat. Prominent biophysically was the
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lirnited mobility of her jaw depressed respirations, and a "lost"
expression in her eyes. Treatment began with gagging induced by a
cotton-tipped applicator followed by pushing her mandible forward.
This last therapeutic maneuver elicited sobbing cries of "Morrllna,
rnornrna." After this brief session, she asked for a drink of water and
later that evening ate her first nreal in weeks, Daily, brief sessions usirrg
gagging, breathing while stretching the jaq and pushing the mandible
forward elicited misery despair, and small but significant amounts of
allger. Her eyes soon appeared rnore focused, and her hearing,
surprisingly, returned to norrnal. She becarne more vocal in her
cornplaints about life in the hospital and rnore interactive with the
nursing staff. Her appetite continued to improve but she also told her
doctors that she was "too healy" on admission, felt tnore cotnfortable
having lost 15 pounds, and would eat only enough to trtaitrtaitr her
current weight. She thanked me at the end of each session, obviously
looked forward to seeing me again, but was also able to tell rne she
didn't like the physical work I did with her. She was soon transferred
to a rehabilitation program in a nursing home, hopefully an interiut
step preparing her for return to her own apartlnent.

In conclusion, I  rei terate what I  said in r t ty introductory
colnments. Presenting these cases of orgonomic first aid in a big-city
general rnedical hospital is an opportunity to see by concrete example
what was lost to nedicine and psychiatry when psychoanalysts rejected
rnost of Reich's discoveries in the 1930s and thereafter. The nrost
significant destructive consequence was the lost opportlrnity to place
depth psychology on a comprehensive, natural scientific, biological
foundation. Instead, lve have a symptom-based, descriptive tnenu of
psychiatric diagnoses. Paraphrasing Dr. H.M. van Praag, a world-
renowned psychopharmacological  researcher,  spe aking on the
occasion of his departure as Chairrnan of Psychiatry at the Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, "There is good news and bad news
regarding the DSM the psychiatric Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders. The good news is that it brings sottte degree of
rrnifonnity to psychiatric diagnosis. The bad news is that there is no
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theoret ical  f rarnework that rrnderl ies or connects any of the
diagnoses." How's that for honesty?

In response, I  arn convinced that without an orgonomic
runderstanding of how the hrrrnan organisnr functions emotionally
and biophysically and how this functionins is irnpaired by annoring.
these patients could not have been helped, certainly not in the
effective way denronstrated by the brevity of their treatment and the
degree of their recovery.



Wilhelm Reich's Legdc|:
Bombshells in Science

Peter A. Crist, M.D.

The following remarks were made b1 Peter A. Crist, M.D., President of the
American College of Orgonomy, at the ACO Annual Dinner on November 3,
2007. The dinner was held at the Wyndham Princeton Forrestal Hotel and
Conference Center, Plainsboro, lttrJ.

On our invitation to this dinner we wrote that we were: "Celebrating
the Life, Honoring the \4brk, Continuing the Legacy of \{' i lhelm Reich
on the Fiftieth Anniversary of his Death."

Fifty ye ars ago today lf i lhelnr Reich, the greatest tratural
scient ist  in history, died of a heart  at tack, alone, in a cel l  in the
Lewisburg Federal Penitentiary. The loss to his loved ones was
trernendous, the loss to the world imtneasrtrable. \AIe are here
because of the remarkable body of work he accornplished, anrl the
legacy he gave to the world, in the 60 years of his short life. !t 'e are
here. however. not to mourn his loss but to celebrate his life and
cont inue the work he pioneered.

His professional life began in psychoanalysis, as a star student of
Signrund Freud, in the realm of trnconsciotts etnotions; however, his
work led hirn into progressively deeper and broader realrns as he
investigated social problems, and then biology. In 1940, with his
discovery of the atrnospheric orgone, he entered the deepest alld
broadest realm: the physics of rnass-free cosmic ellergy.

The following is a diagrarn of the realms of Reich's work nrodified
frorn the one found in his book Ethn God andDnil (1949):
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I. Psychological Realm

IL Sociological Realm

III. BiologicalRealm

lV. Realrn of rnass-free
cosmic orgone energy

Early in l94l he arranged a meeting with the mosr well-known
physicist of the day, Albert Einstein. After describing to Einstein that
the tetnperatrrre in an orgone energy accurnulator was consistently
higher than that of the srrrrorrnding free air, Einstein said, "Tha( is
irnpossible. Should it be true, it rvould be a great bombshell."

Reich's legacy was a serie s of "great bornbshells" in each of the great
realms that he worked: psychoanalysis, sociology, biology and physics.

\4'e can't possibly cover thern all tonight. That is one of the
problems with Reich's work as he himself was all too aware. In the
openirrg pages of Ether, God and Dnil, Reich writes:

The greatest difficulty in grasping the orgone theory lies in the
fact that the discovery of the orgone has solved too many and too
grcat problerns all at once: the biological basis of psychic diseases,
biogenesis and with that the callce r biopathy, the ether, the cosmic
1'earnings of the hrrrnan animal, a new physical energy, etc... No
one has felt the TOO-MUCHNESS as painfully as myself. ...rnany,
very many facts of great significance were lost... Still the vital point
and basic principle in the discovery of the orgone energy seern
firurly established and so arranged that others can conlinrre to
work on the strtrcture I could not con)plete. (1949, page 6)
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He goes on to write;

In reality, I have made only one single discovery: the function of
orgastic plasma pulsation. It represents the coastal stretch front
which all else developed. (1973, page 5)
Frorn the ve ry begirrning of his work with Frer.rd in the early 1920s,

Reich made observations that led to his discovery that the frrnction of
the orgasm is the regulator of the organism's bioeuergy. This first
rnajor contribrrtion to psychiatry, published in The Function of tlu
Orgasm in 1927, was his first bonrbshell.

As we heard in Reich's own words, this early discovery was the
bornbshell in psychiatrv that presaged each of the subseqrrent realrns
he studied. It showed that emotional health is deeper than corrscious
thought and will; that the biological basis for neurosis is libido stasis.
The understanding of the function of the orsasrn also begged the
qrrestion, "Where does energy stasis and neurosis corne from?" This
led Reich to the realization that society itself is sick, especially
regarcling sexuality. This is stil l a bornbsheil for rrrost people who see
tltenrselves as paragons of norrnalcy.

In his invest igat ion of society Reich discovered another
bourbshell, the tnass psychology of fascisrn: One individual can control
the nrasses by tapping into their sirnultaneous longing for freedorrr
and their fear of it. One cannot free a people merely by elirninatirrg
their despotic nrler. Just look at the former Soviet Union and lraq.

Frerrd becatne uneasy with Reich's rnixing of social issues and
politics with psychoanalysis, and their friendship began to cool.
Ultirnately, Frerrd sanctioned his expulsion from the International
Psychoanalytic Association in I 934.

As Reich the nran who cared deeply about hunran suffering tried
to help the masses of people with their sexual disturbance, Reich the
scientist continued to investigate the function of the orgasm. If l ibido
stasis causes biological effects then the libido nrust be a real energy.

He wanted to investigate rrrore deeply what rnoves orrt towarcl the
world in sexuality and away frorrr the world in anxiety. At first believing
he was dealing with a known energy, electricity, he devised the
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bioelectric experiments, He forrnd that the deflection rneasured by an
instnrrnent in a room away from the test subject could accurately
describe the subjective experience of the srrbject, and vice versa: a
bonrbshell that bridges the gap between psychology and biology. For
the first time, a subjective impression could be objectified. Clearly
there is a real "something" that moves in the body that is perceived as
pleasure or anxiety.

Reich wanted to observe more directly what was moving and to
observe the "streamings" reported by patients who had overcome the ir
nerrrotic arrnoring. Recalling his own observations of ameba as a
young student and being aware of Freud's analogy of connections
between people being like an arneba sending orrt pseudopods, Reich
decided to observe these protozoa under the rnicroscope.

Wanting to make his own preparations of ameba rather than
having to order them frorn the laboratory, he asked where ameba
corne frorn. He was told to put grass in water and wait several weeks,
and sure enough they appeared. Not satisfied with the explanation
that they came from "air  gerrns," he decided to make direct
observations of the grass. He discovered that over tirne the grass in the
water gradually disintegrates and heaps of vesicles spontaneously
develop a rnembrane and organize into protozoa.

This observation was a bornbshell in biology. How so? By late in the
l9th century, Pasteur and biological doctrine had thrown out the idea
of spontaneous generation and the doctrine of omne uiaum ex ouo ("All
life [is] fronr [an] egg.") had taken hold. A demonstration that
protozoa form spontaneously out of decaying living matter goes
against this established doctrine.

Reich's laboratory work continued in a logical progression frorn
here. From some of these experiments he developed cultrrres of the
vesicles, which he called "bions," described as the elemental particle
of life. In 1939, he discovered the radiation of a previously unknown
ellergy frorn sorne of these cultures. He called this energy "orgone."

In 1940, Reich observed and discovered the orgone in the
atmosphere. As I've said, he was now working in the physical realm of
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a mass-free cosu)ic energy. That energy spontaneously nroves frorn arr
area of lower energy charge to an area of higher energy charge, as he
dernonstrated in his farnous temperature (To - T) experiments with
the orgone accunnrlator, the very data he described to Einsteiu.

So we have coure full circle in orrr brief tour of sorne of Reich's
bornbshells. Did you notice the therne that mns throrrgh so rnany of
Reich's "bombshclls"? They are discoveries of some thing spontaneous:
spontaneous development, spontaneous movelnent.

Reich concluded that spontaneous rnovernent is a basic quality of
orgone energy. This fact alone is a bonrbshell that violates me chanistic
physics' second law of thennodynamics, the basic law of the universe,
not to mention sending shock lvaves through the ubiquitorrs
immobility of arrnored human rigiditv.

I have only brought you to the discovery of the orgone. But the
nurnber of fields in which Reich set off bornbshells is trtrly amazing.
And in this all too brief outline, I have not even rnentioned so many of
his concepts and discoveries: the importauce of mother-infant contact
and healthy childrearing, work denrocracy, the discoverl' of rnuscular
annor, somatic biopathies and the cancer problem, and all those that
came after the discovery of the orgone, the orgone accrtrnulator,
Experinrent XX, the Reich Blood Test, the emotional plague, the vacor
tube, the orgone lnotor, Oranur, DOR, preatomic chernistry, the
rnedical Dor-buster, orgonolnetry, theories of lveather and galaxy
forrnation, as lvell as gravity, and the list goes on.

Reich devoted his life to helping Man leap the gap between his
healthy core and the superficial and destnrctive way he lives his
everyday life. I warrt to end with one irttage:
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a

Wilhehn Reich working on "Man Leaping the Gap"
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Questions and Answers

Question
Is there a deep-rooted need in humans, especially males, to be violent?

Answer
There is no deep-rooted, intrinsic necd in humans, rnale or fernale , to
be violent. The origin of violent behavior is found in early infantile and
childhood development when natural ernotional needs, which are
benign and non-destnrctive, are not met and are instead chronically
frustrated and thwarted by people in the environment, especially the
parents. The reaching out, the ernotions of the intant and child, turn
into rage which manifests as disordered behavior and violence.
Although the fonn of violence is ofte n different in me n and wornen,
the violence of urales is tlpically physical whereas the riolence of
fernales is typicallv emotional, the destructive effect is the sarne.

Children whose emotioual needs crz met during the ir development,
frorn birth throrrgh adolescence, rvill not become violence-prone no
rnatter how much violence they are exposed to. Conversely, childre n
whose ernotional needs are frtrstrated during their developrnent will
always be prone to destnrctive behavior in one forrn or another, even
if they have never been exposed to viole nt scenes in the rnedia. The ir
destnrctive behavior will be passed on to their own offspring through
the sarne kind of ernotional abuse that was visited upon thern. This is
how hrrman destructiveness perpetuates itself from generation to
generation.

Tlris rnaterial is discussed in detail in rny book The Emotional
Plague: The Root of Human Euil.
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Question
A lot of moms do not allow their kids to watch, for exarnple, "Hannah
Montana" or "High School Musical" or see "Spider Man" or "Harry
Potter" becarrse they feel they condone violence/bad values (such as
talking back to your parents, lying, cheating, e tc.). Can watching these
shows,/movies be a bad influence on younger children (under 10) and
hurt their developrnent and play a factor in how they will deal with
society as they grow older?

Answer
The problern is not this or that TV show or movie. Children need a
role model, and if the parents and other significant adults in the
child's world (grandparents, aunts, uncles, etc.) clo not have getrttitre
emotional contact with the child, then he or she will necessarily resort
to substitute measures such as television progranls, rnovies, the
internet and video games for learning modes of behavior. A healthy
relationship, however, between the child and parent, or parent
substitute, provides the means for children to differentiate what is
shown on TV and elsewhere and what is considered appropriate
behavior in the real world. Certainly, viewing gratuitous violence, bad
vahres and obscenity is not desirable, but in many instances these
depictions can provide a contactful opening to discrrss issrres that the
child is wondering about and give the parent an opportunity to
explain why the antlsocial behavior is not acceptable.

Charles Konia, M.D.
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Announcements
Tlrc Emotional Plague: The Root of Human Euil, by Charles Konia, M.D.,
has been selected out of 15,000 applicants as a finalist for the Eric:
Hoffer Award and the Montaigne Medal. The book was published by
the ACO Press in 2008.

Holvard Chavis, M.D. gave a Departrnent of Psychiatry Grantl Rounds
presentation, "The Somatic Basis of Character," at Harlenr Hospital
Medical  Ceuteq NewYork, NY, on March 12,2008.

Howard Chavis, M.D. gave a presentation, "The Dying Patient, or
You're Not Dead Yet," at the Faculty Group and Family Therapy
Conference, Departrnent of Psychiatry,  Motrnt Sinai School of
Mecl ic ine, NewYork, NY, onJanrrarv 10,2008.

Peter A. Crist, M.D., as part of a series of social orgonorny prrblic
presentations held at the ACO headquarters, spoke on "!\'hat is the
Ernotional Plague? An Introduction." This talk, given to a standing-
room-only audience ou February 2,2008, was repeated on March 1,
2008.

Additioual social orgonomy lectures planned for 2008 are: "The
Many Faces of Evil: Crrrrent Exarnples of the Ernotional Plagrre," (Drs.
Dee Apple, Peter Crist, and Virginia \A'hitener), on April 5, 2008; "The
Faces of Evil: Examples fron History," (Virginia Whitene r, Ph.D.), on
June 7, 2008; and "Politics and the Emotional Plague: An C)pen
Forunt," with Dr. Charles Konia (arrthor of The Emotional Plague: The
Root of Human Eui[), and Drs. Dee Apple, Edward Chastka, Peter Crist,
and Virginia !\'hitener, on October 4, 2008.

David Holbrook, M.D. gave a talk, "Wilhelrn Reich and Orgonorny," to
the Child Psychiatry fellows at The University of Medicine and
Derrtistry of NewJersey in Piscataway, NJ, on C)ctober 23,2007.
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Project Protozoa was announced at the ACO 2007 Annual Dinner. In
Reich's laboratory research in the 1930s, he observed and filmed
protozoa forming spontaneously from the breakdown of vegetable
matter. This was a bornbshell in science that went against all accepted
biological doctrine. Steve Dtrnlap, the ACO lab technician, will try to
reproduce and filrn the technically demanding and tedious process
involved in rnaking these observations. Mr. and Mrs. Jack and Jean
Sargent led the fundraising effort with a matching grant for Phase I of
Project Protozoa, the purchase of the necessary equipment. There is
stil l opportunity for more people to share the excitement of supporting
t his grorrndbreaking project.

Available to the Public

Therapy Referral Service
The referral service provides qualified therapists for individuals seeking
treatment. For rnore infonnation contact the College by telephone, fax,
or e-rnail.

Seminar in Orgonometry
The Anerican College of Orgonorny Serninar in Orgonornetry fonnerly
restricted to physicians, is now accepting applications from qualified
rnernbers of the general public. Requirements include being
recornrnended by a rnedical orgonomist affiliated with the College and a
personal interview. Orgonometry is the science of functional thinking
using a form of rnathernatics that incorporates qualities as well as
quantities. Specialized mathematical training is not required. The
seminar meets six times a year, on a Satrrrday afternoon for about two
hourc. Arrangernents can be rnade for students who are not able to attend
all six sessions. Trrition is $600 a year plrrs a $120 uraterials [ee. There is a
$100 application fee. Students may begin the seminar at any time. Those
interested should contact the ACO at (732\ 827-7744.
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Invitational Lectures, Seminars and Workshops
The American College of Orgonorny periodically presents lectures
and seninars at its headquarters in Princeton as well as onsite at
other locations. Individuals or organizations interested in having a
presentation on a specific topic should contact Peter Crist, M.D. at
the College.

Website
The American Col lege of Orgonorny has a website,  ct trrent ly
undergoing extensive redesign, to introdrrce the science of orgonorny
and the American College of Orgonomy to the world. A wide variety
of articles selected from the ";lozlrnal of Orgonom) are pre sented in their
entirety including many case histories illustrating the theory and
rnethod of rnedical orgone therapy. Also available at this site is a news
section and infonnation about the College and its prograrns. The
A.C.O. website address is www.orqonornv.org.

Introductory Laboratory Workshop in Orgonomic Science
This two-day workshop is offered periodically. It is given so that
interested individuals with or withotrt scientific training can have the
opportunity to observe orgonomic phenornena through hands-on ttse
of the rnicroscope and other laboratory apparatus. The edtrcational
approach includes demonstrations, lectures, and filrn. The workshop
includes the microscopic study of bions, the tratural organization of
protozoa from grass, and an introduction to the Reich Blood fbst.
Atrnospheric orgone is observed and trteasttred thennically and
electroscopically. The effects of the orgone energy accutnulator are
observed and its principles detrtonstrated. Orgonomic principles of
weather formation and cosmology are elucidated.

The workshop is organized under the direction of Dee Apple,
Ph.D. The teaching staff includes Drs. Dee Apple, Howard Chavis,
and Peter Crist, Mr. Steven Dunlap, Drs. Robert Hartnan and
Rayrnond Mero. The fee for the introductory course is $400.
Application forms are available from the College.
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The Advanced Laboratory Workshop in Orgonomic Science
This four-day advanced workshop allows the student to more
thoroughly explore orgonornic biology and physics through direct
experience and experirnent. It is reserved for those with medical or
other scientific training. This corrrse is a prereqrrisite for certification
by the Arnerican Board of Medical Orgonorny.

The workshop includes in-depth microscopic study of bions, the
natural organization of protozoa from grass, the development of life
from mass-free orgone energy, an introduction to the Reich Blood
Test, and the study of blood and tissrre of cancer rnice. The
atmospheric orgone is observed and measured thermically and
electroscopically. The effects of the orgone energy accurnulator are
observed and its principles elucidated. Tirne is allowed for individual
researclt projects which are presented in brief on the fourth day.

The workshop is organized trnder the direction of Dr. Peter
Crist .  Dr.  Charles Konia contr ibutes his long experience in
orgonornic research to discussion of the individual projects. The fee
for the advanced course is $800. Application forms are available
frorn the College.

Reich Blood Test
The Reich Blood Test for the evaluation of bioenergetic charge is
available by physician request and is perfonned at the Elsworth F.
Baker Oranur Research Laboratory in Princeton, NJ. For rnore
infonnation contact Howard Chavis, M.D. at the Collese .

College Subscription Sponsorship Program
The American College of Orgonomy accepts sponsorship from
individuals interested in offering in-print issues of the Journal of
Orgonomy (vohrme 11 to current) to an alma nrater or university
library. The cost is only $75. A subscription to the Journal of Orgonomy
will then commence at the standard subscription rate. If you are
interested in sharing advances in orgonomic science with others,
please contact the College.
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Available to Professionals
The Anerican Board of Medical Orgonomy is an arrthoritative and
responsible body of physicians whose prinrary function is the setting of
stanclards and testing for qualification to practice orgonomic psychiatry
and rnedicine. Board certification in medical orgononly requires that
candidates have gracluate training in psychiatry pass the specialty board
exatninat ion in that discipl ine, uudergo characterological  and
biophysical restructuring by a qualifiecl medical or6Jonornist, receive at
least three years of didactic, clinical, and laboratory instmction by
qualified instnrctors in rnedical orgone therapy, and pass written and
oral examinations in orgonomic theory and practice.

Training in Medical Orgonomy for Physicians
The Arnerican College of Orgonomy offers training in rnedical
orgonomy to qualified physicians in the fundarnentals of orgououric
rnedical science, clinical assesslr)el)t of character stnlclure, character
analysis, and ps,vchiatric orgone the rapy'. Training consists of personal
characteranalytic and biophysical restnrcturing, laboratory workshops
in orgone biology and biophysics, didactic and clinical seminars, and
clinical case slrpervision. The prograrn was originally designed and
directed bv Elsworth F. Baker, M.D., who was appointed bv Dr. Reich in
1950. It is now uncle r the direction of Charles Konia. M.D.. Chairrnau of
the Committee on Training and Education. Members of the Committee
inclrrde Peter Crist, M.D. and Richard Schwartzrnan, D.O. All interested
applicants can reqllest an application form from Charles Konia, M.D.,
Director of the Medical Orgononry Training Program, at the College .

The seminars include:

r Didactic Training Seminar: This seminar, which meets eight
times a year, is a prerequisite for individuals accepted into the
training program. It is designed to provide an understanding of
emotional il lness and its treatlne nt based upon characteranalytic
aud functional energetic theory and principles. The three-year
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corlrse is rrncler the clirection of Dr. Peter Crist.
Principles of Characteranalytic Technique: A monthly
cont inui l rg case se minar for phvsicians on the use of
characteranalytic technique, rrnder the direction of Dr. Peter
Crist.
Orgone Therapy-Beginning Phases: A rnonthly seminar that
focuses on diagnosis based upon characteranalyt ic and
orgonornic theory rrnder th<' rlirection of f)r. Charles Konia.
The Elsworth F. Baker Advanced Technical Seminar: A monthly
serninar that focuses on case management and medical orgone
therapy technique, rrnder the direct ion of Dr.  Richard
Schwartzrnan.

Social Orgonomy Training Program
The Social C)rgonorny Training Prograrn of the Atnerican College of
Orgonorny (ACO) offers training in the application of orgonouric
principles within the social realrn.

\AIe accept application frorn candidates in two categories;
L Social orgonomy therapists are individuals engaged in clinically

oriented rvork in fielcls that address interpe rsorral dynartrics and
problems within social  stnrctr l res, inclrrding work with
individrrals, farrril ies, antl work organizatiotrs. The requirentents
for training in this category include character-restnrctrrring
with au approved medical orgonomist on fhe trainins facrrlty,
completion of or active enrolhnent irt art advartcecl degree
program in an appropriate field of social itrte rventiort srrclt as
psychology, social work, nursing, rrrarital and farnilv therapy, or
orgauizational developmen t.

2. Other individuals who are not engage(l in providing therapy brrt
may apply the knowledge of social orgoliomy in a wide range of
fields such as those who rvork as teachers, administrators,
politicians, writers, brrsinessnrerl, attorneys, lnanagers, etc. The
requirements for training in this category rnclude character-
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restructuring with an approved medical orgonomist and at least
a bachelor's degree.

The curriculurn focuses on the application of bioenergetic
principles to interactions in the social realm and begins with the
Didactic Training Seminar. This is followed by an advanced social
orgonomy didactic serninar, ongoing case setninars, and individual
supervision.

Following recommendation by the candidate's therapist the
process of enrollment begins with a written application, wtrich is
provided by the ACO upon request. This is followed by a personal
interview with the Social Orgonorny Training Subcouttnittee and ACO
Training Committee who together approve candidates for training.
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